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Followers of 'The Way' 
create campus attention 
Kv HOB DOLLAR 
News Kdilnr 
has 
Off and running 
\ host nf runners make  their way across  Arlington golf 
.nurse Saturday during the second KKl   Invitational Cross 
Country Meet The < olonels finished hrsl  defeating six other 
schools   i pliolo by  Ste\c  Hi nun 
Researcher investigates 
chemical's link to cancer 
Hv .IANKT JACOBS 
(My I iliim 
A researcher from the I' S ( enter for 
Disease Control il'IM'i arrived 
yesterday to begin a preliminary 
I'pidemological study on the wood 
preservative pentacholorophenal 
IPC'PI used by the Lexington Kluegrass 
\rm\   Depot 
Me will also investigate PCP's 
I HISS i till- link to cancer cases in the area 
and determine if it was contained in the 
noxious cloud which was the result ot 
the burning ol smoke screen canisters 
at 'In- depot in August 
is Representative Tim I .ee carter. 
I< .11 h District, sought Gov Julian 
Carroll's help to request the CDC study 
The investigation liegan in Frankfort 
with a meeting between State Health 
Department and Environmental 
Protection Agency iKPAl in- 
vestigators 
From this the researcher will begin 
his investigation and try to determine 
what kinds of studies should he con 
ducted according to Dr Koy Ing of the 
Kpidemic Intelligence Service i BIS I of 
the CDC in Atlanta, (ia 
"The researcher will raise questions 
such as 'Is the incidence of cancer 
higher in this part of the country and 
are there more cancers in the area"" 
since the Lexington Richmond area 
had a lower cancer rate before 1970." 
stated Ing 
He will review the records of the 
workers with leukemia and try to 
decide if there are more than the ex- 
pected number of workers with cancer 
\ lour of the Army depot will also he in 
order 
II may APPEAR there are a lot of 
cases, hut it may not mean you have a 
higher incidence." Ing added 
Another study is In'ing conducted by 
the FPA which is referred to as a 
Kebulable Presumption Against 
Registration iH-PARl. Paul Cammer 
of the Pesticide Review Division in 
Virginia is project manager 
"In the process of registering for use 
various pesticides, the law affords this 
In the agency to withdraw a pesticide." 
explained Ralph Jennings. 
"The K-PAH is an avenue for 
discontinuing for approval the use of 
given materials" if Ihe KI'A sees fit 
Cammer Is currently doing an initial 
review  o!  I'tT lo decide if there is 
reason to suspect or indict it 
We reviewed several papers dealing 
with PCI' as a carcinogen and con 
eluded that the papers did not support 
that it is." slated Cammer "We feel 
thai evidence supports that the 
chemical  is both  leralogenic and 
Ictolixic " 
The KPA is in Ihe process of ob- 
taining and evaluating data and con 
ducting interviews right now 
"We haw no indication that it is 
carcinogenic, hut there's no indication 
that new data coming in won't change 
that " emphasized Cammer 
"We can study and study and study 
and feel justified in our decision and 
then some fluke 'like Ihisi could come 
along to discredit this." he admonished 
"Pentachlorophenal may lie involved 
i with the cases of cancer I, but right 
now it's a contention: and allegation 
However, were taking it seriously 
now." he added 
A student close lo the conflict 
called II "a war of beliefs " 
Dr George Nordgulen. I'niversity 
chaplain, said that students and other 
people have expressed concern about 
"ihem " 
The "them" refers lo followers of 
"The Way." who reportedly describe 
themselves in their own literature as a 
"Biblical research and teaching 
organization concerned with setting 
before men and women the inherent 
accuracy of the Word of find "' 
Their literature further proclaims. 
"The Way is not a church, nor is it a 
denomination or a religious sect of any 
sort 
Regardless of its claims, the 
movement officially known as The Way 
International, as well as its founder and 
president. Victor Paul Wierwille. has 
been attracting interest and attention 
throughout the country. Including Rich 
mond 
Many young people have been at 
traded to the group, while reports have 
claimed that some alarmed parents are 
blaming The Way for allegedly helping 
In subvert the foundations of the 
American family 
According lo an Inter-Varsity press 
pamphlet called "The Way of Victor 
Caul Wierwille." estimates of Ihe total 
number of the group vary from twenty 
thousand to one hundred thousand 
persons 
Followers of the group are tightly 
organized based on Ihe model of a tree, 
with the tree's trunk as the In 
'iiii.iiinii.il Headquarters at New 
Knoxville. Ohio 
The Imard of directors is the root. the 
stale organization is the limb: the city 
wide or regional ministries are the 
branches, while the local fellowship in a 
home or on a campus is the twig of the 
tree Kach Way follower is reportedly 
ihe leaf on the organizational chart 
The pamphlet claims that the 
greatest emphasis of the organization is 
al the twig level, where followers are 
encouraged lo hand together socially. 
as well as spiritually 
( urrenllv. there are a number of Way 
followers with active fellowships in the 
Madison County area. 
A good proportion of this number is 
affiliated with "the Word Over the 
World" program iWOW'i of The Way 
International 
In this program, followers volunteer 
to be assigned to a Way fellowship 
somewhere within the I'nited States or 
overseas and serve the ministry for one 
year 
One campus group that has come in 
contact with the "WOW ambassadors." 
as they are called, has been the Inter- 
Varsily Christian Fellowship, an in- 
terdenominational group of Christians 
that numbers about 100 
Inter Varsity President Harold Grice 
said that his group's first contact with 
ihe WOW ambassadors came during 
the recent Organizations Day. when 
some WOW followers asked for some 
copies of their literature 
He said that there have been no 
confrontations between the groups, but 
the main friction has been the differing 
beliefs of the two groups 
"We disagree on a few major points 
and in that way we are conflicting very 
much." said Grice. 
He added that the biggest 
disagreement was the question over the 
Trinity and deity of Christ in which he 
claimed The Way did not believe 
(■rice said that he and other Inter- 
Varsity members were disturbed at 
what they saw as "recruiting" of 
students who might not be aware of the 
beliefs of The Way 
"It disturbs me what they are telling 
people." said Grice "The students 
aren't really aware of what The Way 
stands for " 
Inter-Varsity member. Dwight 
Hutchison, agreed with Grice over the 
concern with the group who often 
Irequents campus 
"At first there was some pretty 
hostile disagreement." said Hutchison 
He added his belief, though, that the 
group has strengthened the Christian 
community by forcing it to examine its 
own doctrines and beliefs more closely 
and trying to live them out 
•| hope to maintain good relations 
with Ihem even though I disagree with 
r Periscope 
This weeks Progress is highlighted 
lix Ihe Homecoming Supplement, 
which was edited and composed h\ 
staff writer Dean Hull. 
editorials  
news-features  
nrKanUatteaw  
sports  
arts  
supplement set-lion 
 page! 
pages :Wi 
. pages 7-K 
.   pages <M2 
pages 1.1-15 
.pages I-x 
their doctrine." stated Hutchison. 
Sharon Slater, a Way follower and a 
WOW branch leader in Richmond, said 
that The Way was "a Hiblical research 
and teaching ministry" which did not 
have members per se and was not in- 
volved in any type of recruiting 
"We call ourselves followers of The 
Way." said Slater, adding. "By our free 
will, we want to commit ourself to 
spreading the word 
"I know our ministry is different." 
said Slater, commenting on the at- 
tention created by followers of The 
Way 
Slater said that she and other 
followers simply communicated their 
beliefs to others as their ministry 
dictates and that "people are free to 
believe what they want to 
"I guess people are always going to 
get upset." she added. 
However, she expressed her belief 
that the best way to understand 
anything is to see it first hand 
"Our fellowships are open to anyone 
who wants to come." stated Slater 
Slater said that there are four 
fellowships in Madison County with 
three in Richmond and one in Berea 
She explained that in Madison 
County, there are eight WOW am- 
bassadors, including herself, since she 
is a branch leader 
According to Slater, the entire burden 
of expense for the one-year WOW tour is 
paid for by each ambassador 
While the ministry is the principal 
mission of the group and a full-time job. 
each member also takes on a part-time 
job lo help support himself, according 
to Slater 
Slater also explained that persons 
who join The Way are encouraged to 
take a class taught by Way fellowships 
throughout the country known as 
"Power for Abundant Living " 
The 38-nour class teaches the key 
concepts of the Bible, as well as how to 
apply them, stated Slater 
She added that a $200 minimum 
donation was required to take the 
course 
When questioned about having to pay 
Ihe money for the class, she asked. "Do 
you get to take classes in college 
without paying tuition''" 
She further explained that the basis 
lor the fee concerned Ihe idea of giving 
and receiving and the fact that if one 
obtains something for nothing, it often 
doesn't mean much 
As to where the money went and what 
was done with it. Slater said that she 
didn't exactly know except that it was 
sent back to the International 
Headquarters in New Knoxville. Ohio 
and used to spread the word 
(Saa Tha Way.' pafa 161 
Residents evacuated Sunday 
Burning cigarette 
sparks Martin fire 
lt\ IIKMSK LARSON 
\nd 
MARTHA CLAYTON 
Staff Writers 
The Richmond Fire Department 
responded to a fire in Martin Hall's 
north wing Sunday night at about 7:46. 
Dormitory residents were being 
evacuated from Ihe building as fire 
officials arrived at Ihe fire, which 
according to Safely Fire Director l.arry 
West brook, was caused by a burning 
cigarette 
"Apparently Dinah Hobbs fell asleep 
and left a burning cigarette on Ihe ledge 
above her bed." said West brook "It fell 
to the mattress on which she was 
sleeping and spread to another mat- 
tress below " The north wing of ihe 
fourth floor was the site of the blaze 
llnbr* reported to security officers 
thai she awoke to a smoke filled 
room, grabbed the burning mattress 
and dragged it to the bathroom where 
she poured pans of water on it in an 
attempt lo extinguish the flame 
Theresa Spencer, the graduate 
assistant and Barb Tuell the resident 
assistant on duty, received a call from 
another fourth floor resident about the 
fire and investigated. 
When an actual fire was verified. 
Spencer immediately called the 
campus emergency number while Tuell 
look the fire extinguisher off the wall 
nearest Ihe bathroom and extinguished 
Ihe fire 
Firemen arrived and put out the 
other mattress fire 
"I was very proud of my staff." said 
Nancv Ward. Martin's dorm director 
"The It A s had to attend a workshop 
on fire safety before school started and 
I think that really helped, they did an 
excellent job." • ■ >■ 
Damage to the dorm room was 
minimal A major concern however, 
was the alarm system which did not 
function properly that night. 
According to witnesses, on the 
basement floor they received no 
warning at all 
Many of the girls ignored the signal, 
which they said is so weak it sounds like 
the bell on an ice cream truck 
"MallOX. O'Donnell. Sullivan and 
Martin all rue on this system." said 
Westhrook. hut they are slated to be 
replaced a I a cost of $1.1.000 per dorm 
"The new system will he a bull horn 
and a panel will he installed near the 
Ironl desk." he added 
The request will go before the Board 
of Regents this week for approval, 
according lo West brook 
"We submitted a request for new life 
safety equipment early last spring to 
the Council on Higher Education." 
Westhrook said "They approved 
lunding for half the money, the 
1'iiiversily will make up the rest " 
As for when the new units can be 
installed, according lo Westhrook. it 
may not be until Christmas break or 
maybe spring break. 
"The contract is still out on bids." 
Weslbrook said." and installing alarms 
over a break will be more convenient 
lor the students 
in Ihe meantime we'll keep the old 
system up and running. I've also or 
dered pocket alarms in the event a 
system should fail for any length of 
time and I will distribute them among 
the dorms." Weslbrook added 
Senate moves 
for extended hours 
Cloggin' 
Mike Miller and Kim Mclntosh. world champion teen square dancers, pet 
formed Monday for a social, folk and square dancing class taught by Virginia 
.links, assistant professor of physical education   Both Miller and Mclntosh 
attend Kstill County High School (photo by Connie tangley) 
By ROB DOLLAR 
\ews F.dilor 
Student Senate passed two motions 
Tuesday night that enabled two 
proposed bills to be placed on the 
following week's agenda for con- 
sideration and discussion 
The firsl lull concerned a proposal to 
extend ihe weekend operating hours of 
Ihe Hegley Building and the library an 
additional 2.1 hours per week and was 
introduced into the senate by Senator 
Don McNay and his Student Rights and 
Responsibilities Committee 
tasl week, the same bill was sent 
back lo the committee for further work 
and rewording and was denied a spot on 
the agenda of this week's meeting 
The second proposed bill that will be 
brought liefore the senate next week 
was submitted by Senator Mark Hester 
and Student Association Vice President 
Tim Butler 
It concerns an addition to the Senate 
Special Rules of Order and would 
require all proposed bills to be sub- 
mitted to the Student Association office 
at least four working days prior to any 
senate consideration 
The senate, in other business, also 
passed a resolution brought forward by 
Senator Mike Behler proclaiming Oct 
24. the 34th birthday of the I'nited 
Nations, as tinted Nations Day on the 
campus 
Three senators, who had yet to be 
sworn in. were also administered the 
oath of office at the meeting. They were 
Mike Ditchen. Don Cundiff and Lisa 
Warm an 
In one report Butler announced to 
senators that he and Student 
Association President Chris Kremer 
had the responsibility to nominate 
individuals to various University 
committees, which allow up to two 
students to serve on each of the bodies 
"They cover virtually every aspect of 
the University." said Butler, referring 
lo the range of the committees 
He encouraged interested senators to 
apply for a nomination to a committee 
that they might be interested in serving 
on or to submit names of individuals 
who they might believe would be in 
lerested in the committees 
Among the topics discussed by 
Kremer in his portion of the executive 
report was "Senate Door-To-Door 
Night." an activity in the past where 
senators have visited each dorm on 
campus and went door-to-door in an 
effort lo obtain student feedback about 
Ihe senate 
"The senate has really benefitted 
from Door-To-Door Night in the past.' 
said Kremer 
"This year I hope to do somewhat of 
the same thing." he said, adding that he 
planned on doing one thing different 
though 
He stated that he thought that il 
would be a good idea this year to 
prepare a leaflet containing in- 
formation about all of the campus 
organizations and to slide one under 
every dormitory door on campus before 
senators visited residents 
According to Kremer. this would be 
done at a time prior to Door-To-Door 
Night and residents would be asked to 
look the leaflet over for questions about 
organizations that they might be in 
terested in 
When senators visit the students al 
a later dale, they would take the names 
of interested students and put them in 
touch with an organization that the 
students might wish to know more 
about, said Kremer 
Kremer stressed that this type of 
action might spur greater campus 
involvement, by involving students 
with organizations that would make 
them more a part of the campus 
community. 
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Editorials. 
Marijuana use should be 
individual's choice 
I Editor's note: This is the last in a 
series of editorials dealing with ike 
topic marijuana.) 
Got my Tony I lama's on, my 
jeans pressed tight. 
Take a few tokes, make me feel all 
right 
Jimmy Buffett, 
"l mngMon Saturday Night" 
That is probably why the majority 
Of marijuana users smoke-to "feel 
all right." And what is wrong with 
that? 
After all what are people doing at 
COCktail parties?. Drinking a lew 
drinks to be sociable, to have a nice 
lime or 10 "feel all right " 
Statistics show (hat marijuana is 
popular and ihat ii is being used by a 
lot oi people lt\ being smuggled 
mio the country and sold on ihe 
streels ji enormous profits. 
Millions of dollars are spent each 
year trying to control ihe growih. 
sale and use of marijuana by law 
enforcers. 
There have been prominent public 
figures who have admitted to 
smoking marijuana and there have 
been others who have public-ally 
supported decriminalization of mar- 
ijuana. 
If marijuana were decriminalized, 
smuggling would be eliminated and 
the type of marijuana sold could be 
controlled. 
(This would prevent incidents 
such as paraquat treated marijuana 
being sold at high risk to the 
smoker's health.) 
Decriminalization would also cut 
down on money spent controlling 
ihe growth and use of marijuana in 
ihe country. 
Alcohol and tobacco both have 
adverse effects on the human body, 
yet the same legislators who 
proclaim marijuana illegal have left 
ihe use of alcohol and tobacco up to 
the individual. 
Why can't marijuana be treated 
ihe same1  It hasn't been definitely 
proved to be worse on the body than 
cigarettes or liquor, so let ihe 
individual decide. 
It is no one's business what 
anyone else does with his or her 
body. Yet legislators try to tell the 
marijuana smoking populus that 
they cannot smoke. 
They tried this' with alcohol in 
1920 and history recorded Ihe 
results. 
Morality cannot be legislated. 
People are going to do what they 
wish with their bodies and the 
legislators of this country should 
wake up to this fact and 
decriminalize marijuana. 
|Editor's note: This editorial and 
Ihe preceding three have reflected 
only my views and opinions about 
marijuana. They are not policies of 
The Progress, nor do they reflect Ihe 
views of any other editors on the 
staff. I 
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United Nations celebrates 
thirty fourth birthday 
By DR. TAE-Htt AN KWAK 
(.uesl Writer 
Ihe I nited Nations (LN) was 
lounded on Oct. 24. 1945 in 
accordance with the determination 
61 "We the peoples of ihe L'mted 
Nations lo save succeeding genera- 
tions trom ihe scourge of war. 
winch twice in our lifetime has 
brought untold sorrow to man- 
kind." 
Ihe 34-ycar-old L nited Nations 
has altered so drastically during the 
last three decades that none of the 
founding lathers of the UN who 
draited the charier in San Francisco 
could anticipate this transforma- 
tion 
To state the objective of the UN 
in a lew words, it is to maintain 
world peace and to achieve 
international cooperation in making 
the world a happier place to live. 
As  itv means of achieving these 
objectives,     the     I N     has    been 
provided with important organs, in 
particular,  the  General   Assembly, 
the     Security     Council    and    the 
Economic and Social Council, all of 
which     are     intended     10     work 
dteciively   in  accordance  with  the 
provisions of ihe charter of ihe UN. 
Of  these  organs,  the  men  who 
dratted  the charter   considered   the 
Security  Council  the  most   impor- 
tant    In other  words,  cooperation 
among permanent members of the 
Security Council of the LN--L S . 
:hc  Soviet   I m*n.   China.   Britain 
and    France--was    considered    the 
'undamental condition  for  achiev- 
ing peace and order in the postwar 
world 
However, the cold war confroma- 
uon between the U.S. and the Soviet 
L nton endangered functions of the 
Security Council and due to a lack 
': the cooperation of the five big 
vwers. the council often was 
deadlocked. 
The  first   serious effort   to  deal 
-   -   the  deadlock   in   the  council 
.--;   in   1950  during   the  Korean 
»a;     This  look   the  form   of  the 
Gene'al       Assembly       resolution. 
I       -if for Peace " 
I. faier    this    resolution,     when 
r
'"'-i mil   peace  is   endangered 
■■d    ■*  security   Council   fails  to 
-- ts primary responsibility 
'   ' < n   peace  effectivciv.   an 
rapine.  -«ss»on  of the  General 
Vserrt,, ^ be convened within 24 
h0
"
K
 »* v assonbrv can take the 
w**an*   treasure    necessar>    IO 
b
""*»P«ve«,|einent. 
1
 ' '•Whnaju, set under »av a 
very import*- expansion of the 
powers *d funR^ of the Qeoeral 
Assembly 
This expanvK* ,.,, ^ ^-^j^ 
wed by .he*^ incTeai, unce 
'J*° » ,h< "wr*er of newlv 
admitted   member   <Mn     Lmled 
N. ions member.tuch was 51 
in 1945. has now tnatasicd „, |5: 
today, almost ,„lte limei |he 
original number and „>„, InM K 
percent of the total B n^^ 
independent, developing countries 
Because of their ireauaeni and 
hitler colonial experiences ,„ tne 
past, these states were stutamricd 
when I hey were admitted to ihe UN 
hacause they felt the LN ,a, 
controlled by the developed coun- 
tries. 
The desire of the newly indepen- 
dent countries to overcome the 
supremacy of the Security Council 
seems to be the basic reasons for 
their campaign to further strengthen 
the role of the General Assembly 
This explains why the developing 
countries, operating as a group, 
together with certain other develop- 
ed nations, are now actively engaged 
in making a review of the UN 
Charter. 
In 1965, for instance, the number 
ol members of the Security Council 
had been increased to 15 from the 
original II. In addition, since 1965 
the number of members .of the 
Economic and Social Council has 
been gradually raised from 18 to 54. 
Furthermore, the developing na- 
tions have set out to control 
ECOSOC and have succeeded in 
allocating seats in it by regions--14 
for Africa. I i for Asia. 10 for Latin 
America. 13 for Western Europe 
and six for Eastern Europe 
These regional allocations seem to 
have decisively established the 
supremacy ol the developing coun- 
tries in ECOSOC. 
These developments of the past 15 
years empha^sve the increasing 
importance oUfNonh-South prob- 
lems jW 
Since the^egtnning of the 19"0"s 
the L N response to North-South 
problems has become more radical. 
The L N established the "First UN 
Development Decade" as early as 
the 1960s to promote the economic- 
development of the developing 
countries 
However, regrettably, the results 
did not meet the expectations of the 
developing countries and in fact the 
economic gap between North and 
South has widened 
In the 1960s, the developing 
countries responded to the lack of 
programs by laying the groundwork 
for their challenge to the supremacy 
of the advanced industrial nations in 
the international economic order 
This challenge became unmistak- 
able in Oct. 19^3 with the outbreak 
of the fourth Middle East Vtar. 
when OPEC countries drastically 
reduced their production and 
exports of crude oil and. at the same 
time, sharply increased the price 
These actions provided a serious 
economic blow to the advanced 
industrial nations such as the U.S.. 
Japan and Western Europe. 
Taking advantage of this develop- 
ment, the developing countries, 
which *rt organized in the "Group 
of """ (120 countries at present) and 
the "non-aligned group," have 
stepped up their demands in the 
General Assembly. ECOSOC. ai 
general meetings of various LN 
specialized agencies and at interna- 
tional conferences sponsored by the 
IN. to bring about a new 
international order which will be 
dominated by the developing 
countries. 
This development has become 
especially dear at UN conferences, 
all of which adhere to the principle 
of one- member -one vote based upon 
the concept of the equality- of 
sovereign states. 
There have been many instances 
where the adopt ton of resolutions 
has been imposed by the strength of 
an overwhelming majority m spite 
of the fact that the acceptance of 
these resolutions by the developed 
countries was difficult and there was 
considerable doubt whether these 
measures could actually be carried 
out. 
The United States has branded 
this practice the "tyranny of the 
majority" or "the automatic 
majority" and has demonstrated its 
dissatisfaction by refusing to pay its 
assessments to UNESCO as a result 
of its pro-Arab stand in the Middle 
East conflict and by withdrawing 
from the International Labor 
Organization. 
The current condition of the UN 
indicates that it has assigned 
important responsibilities to the 
great powers, especially the U.S. 
and the Soviet Union and in general 
has failed to let the Security Council 
try to resolve all the disputes 
brought to the UN so that the 
Council could maintain internation- 
al peace and security. 
The UN. moreover, is far from 
finding solutions for North-South 
problems. 
Many observers who listen to the 
debates at the IN become disgusted 
with seemingly unimportant pro- 
cedural arguments and the impracti- 
cal, philsophical. abstract and 
pedantic discussions. 
However, it would be over-hasty 
and counter-productive to base on 
these procedures the judgement of 
some critics who say that "the 
United Nations is nothing more than 
a name." 
One must realize that the United 
Nations provides the only forum 
where small countries, which can 
hardly express themselves fully 
when dealing with great powers in 
bilateral negotiations, can criticize 
even the superpowers with impun- 
ity. 
The LN is now confronted with 
such global problems as arms 
control, disarmament, socio-eco- 
nomic development, natural re- 
sources, the environment, popula- 
tion, food, technology and the 
sea-bed. in addition to questions 
involving international peace and 
security. 
V\ e cannot think of a-« organiza- 
tion other than the United Nations 
which can collectively and effective- 
ly handle these many critical global 
problems we face today. 
Finally, let us consider, for a 
moment, what the world would be if 
we did not have the United Nations. 
editor's 
mailbag 
Hear Editor. 
Tne library regrets the necessity for 
inconveniencing our students dunng 
ihe mid-term period Obviously many 
of our patrons were other preparing for 
exams or writing papers while we were 
involved with the noisy and detraction 
of shelving 
we can only Say in defense that the 
contracts, when let. cannot stipulate 
i ime nf installation and we have to work 
with the vendors and entertain their 
construction crews when they are in the 
region 
we always make every effort lo have 
shelving shifts and installations at 
times when either school is not in 
session or at the very hogmfung of a 
semester Obviously, thss time, we 
were unsuccessful Thanks for your 
patience 
Ernest E Weyhrauch 
Dean of Libraries 
I 
A^P\ 
Half full 
or half empty? 
A glass isn't always half empty 
sometimes,  believe  it  or  not.   it's 
half full 
Thai phrase was supposedly 
coined lo explain the difference 
between an optimist and a 
pessimist 
But it also goes to show that two 
people looking al the same thing 
can see just the opposite • it all 
depends un your point ol view 
There's no doubt, though, that 
it's always easier to think the 
w<rse about something 
We get a lot of practice Just look 
amund a I     what     happens 
throughout the world daily - death, 
famine, poverty, war, crime and 
hypocrisy just to name a few of the 
minor problems 
Then there's always Ihe little 
things like waiting ioor 15 minutes 
in a traffic jam or rushing off to 
work and arriving late only lo 
remember thai it's your day off 
II sometimes seems that life was 
tailor-made just to complain about 
all Ihe hltle inconveniences as well 
as Ihe major ones 
Everyone and anyone can 
complain, but just like everything 
else, some do it better 
The real trick, though, is 
remembering thai there's always a 
choice to be made - complain or do 
something about it 
Unfortunately, il always seems 
that more people choose the for 
mer 
It lakes a whole lot less of an 
effort lo shoot one's mouth off than 
it does lo lake action about a 
com plaint 
Maybe that's why optimism is 
such a rare trait in these days and 
times 
But any type of goal that is ever 
accomplished starts out with Ihe 
same dement - the belief that it 
can be done 
optimism plus Ihe right frame 
of mind, seems to equal nothing 
l«ss than positive steps toward 
particular goals 
Maybe if more people had a 
positive outlook, more goals might 
be accomplished 
A defeated attitude goes a long 
way in bringing about failure 
II there had to he a national 
anthem »f the optimism 
movement, a good net would be to 
take the poem entitled. The 
Winner, whose author is unknown 
and set it lo music 
The poem says it all a person 
van do anything he wants to do 
It's as simple as thai 
Yes. it's true that 'Many a race 
is won. ere ever a step is "run     A 
person's    frame   nf   mind   will 
ultimately tell every story 
People have to learn tea accept 
this its. fact, though 
Then, finally, there s the 
philosophy of life <>( motorcycle 
Muni man K\el Knievei 
II says it all in (Hie simple nut 
shell 
"If something is possible it is 
dune II something is Impossible - it 
will be done 
!)•> it 
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Archives' 
new laboratory 
will preserve 
a part of history 
H> M AI.KKN A DOIOLAS 
suff Writer 
A Idler is received II is old. 
yellowed and has a few holes in it The 
writing is similar to what you found 
when looking through the books you 
I'.iienis bought on auction years ago 
The date on the letter is 1839 It has 
been in somebody's basement for over 
;i century. Where will it be the next 
century? 
The answer is in the University Ar- 
chives It won't yellow anymore or tear 
into shreds 
The letter has now become the 
property of I'niversity Archivist 
< harles Hay and because of a recently- 
established laboratory, will be 
preserved for centuries to come 
The I'niversity Archives was 
established in 1976 by Hay. who has a 
master's degree in history, but a 
•laboratory was just recently added to 
iheir facilities 
Hay. who worked at the University of 
Kentucky Archives for seven years. 
was assisted bv George M Cunha in 
establishing the laboratory 
< 'unha is director emeritus of the New 
Kngland Documents Conservation 
i enter in Boston and is one of the 
nation's leading authorities on 
document preservation 
"The laboratory is a very important 
lunclion of the Archives." Hay 
remarked and added. "If we're ever 
lining In conserve ithe records), we 
need a lab " 
Hefore the lab was established, the 
Archives didn't have the equipment or 
the know-how to preserve unique 
documents 
Km Hay began reading material and 
conferred with Cunha and a lab was his 
reward He admitted that they are still 
ni4hc learning stages 
The Archives doesn't preserve 
anything and everything It mainly 
restores documents dealing with the 
I niversily and the region it serves 
The Archives is the memory of the 
institution." insisted Hay. noting that. 
I have in assess what I think people 
lire going to be interested in now and in 
Ihe future " 
He said this can include records of 
historical value or maybe just records 
iif prominent people livinR in the area 
diving the reporter a tour of the lab. 
Hay |Kiinted out the various types of 
records and memorabilia the Archives 
preserve! 
tin one shelf were all the yearbooks 
published  by   the  University       iThis 
included a copy of the first yearbook 
ihe   IH9Ti  edition   of   the  Cream   and 
I    Mm-.uH     I 
Above these were Ihe student 
catalogs, dating Irom the first one to 
Ihe present 
Shelves upon shelves were loaded 
with I'niversity and faculty 
IHiblicatinns iThe writer was able to 
read a copy of the first campus 
newspaper i 
Letters of correspondence are 
preserved in acid-free files. Hay feels 
these are important because a letter 
reflects what the person thought at the 
time rather than the account given by a 
newspaper 
"A newspaper is not as primary as a 
letter." he reiterated. 
Kven more important than letters. 
Hay said . are Ihe oral history tapes the 
Archives has One tape gives a per- 
sonal account of the Civil War 
"Tapes fill in important in- 
formation." Hay commented, pointing 
out that people can usually talk about 
something better than they can write 
about it s 
He said the Archives also preserved 
football and basketball films, one of 
which features Coach Roy Kidd as a 
player 
"We're hoping to collect any 
videotapes of historical significance." 
Hay remarked He noted that they don't 
have many books because they're more 
concerned with the "information in 
hooks and not ihe content " 
Hay enumerated Ihe preservation 
process, as follows: 
li The document is cleaned, usually 
with wallpaper cleaner -"The 
document is actually sterilized." he 
emphasized 
2i The acidity level of the document is 
tested If the acid level is high, a 
solution is used to neutralize it After 
ihe document is neutralized it is put into 
an acid free file 
Hay noted that before Ihe document 
is put into Ihe acid-free folder. on.e of 
two things is done 
Kilher Ihe document is covered with 
a nylon netting, or it is encapsulated 
This is done by making a sandwich of 
the document between two sheets of 
mylar paper and sealing it with double 
stick tape 
He insisted. "Sometimes it's easeir 
just to make a Xerox copy." but added 
lhat ihe expense to this procedure is a 
deterrent even though Xerox paper 
lasts longer. 
Hay is the first professionally-trained 
archivist at the University, but credits 
l< A Kdwards. former director of 
Model Training School, as actually 
starting Ihe Archives. 
"He   laid   the   foundation   and   I'm 
building   on    that    foundation."    Hay. 
slated 
Hay noted that some students have 
used the Archives for term papers and 
insisted that it is here for the students 
and encouraged them to use it 
People can appreciate heritage and 
tradition - that's what we're here for." 
Hay exclaimed 
Issues 
My friend Marvin called me from 
out-of-state the other day. "Hey, 
what's the big issue in the 
Governor's race? Inflation? Taxes? 
Energy?" 
"Gambling." 
"What? Is Kentucky trying to 
legalize gambling?" 
"Of course not. The big issue is 
whether or not one of the candidates 
is a high stakes gambler." 
"What has that got to do with 
being governor? Is he going to set up 
a casino in the governor's office." 
"No, but it's a great way to avoid 
talking about anything important." 
Marvin thought for a moment. 
Then he said "If they aren't running 
on the issues, then they must be 
basing their campaign on their 
qualifications. Tell me what qualifi- 
cations does your alleged gambler 
have." 
"He's rich and he has a 
good-looking wife." 
"Sounds good to me. What kind 
of offices has he held?" 
"None." 
"None, not even dogcatcher?" 
"He thought it would be a good 
way to get political experience by 
starting out as governor." 
"Well then, why does he want to 
be governor?" 
"Because his dad ran for it twice 
and was defeated." 
"If he's a gambler I wouldn't 
want to bet on that kind of family 
tradition." 
Marvin thought  again and then 
said, "Now you can't tell me that 
neither one has mentioned any 
issues." 
"Oh sure, both are for better 
education, lower taxes, fixing roads 
and attracting business to the 
state." 
"You can't argue with, that. 
Someday I want to meet somebody 
who is for higher taxes, tearing up 
roads, downgrading education and 
running business out on a rail." 
"That's usually what happens 
after the election." 
"Well, has national politics been 
injected into the --ampaign?" 
"Oh sure, one is a friend of 
Nixon and the other is a friend of 
Carter's." 
"With friends like thai, who 
needs enemies? Tell me, has Nixon 
or Carter come to the state to 
campaign." 
"No, just Teddy Kennedy." 
"Well, you managed to involve a 
past, present and future President in 
the campaign. If no one takes a 
stand on the issues then who do you 
vote for?" 
"The one that has the best 
television commercials." 
"Your election sounds like 'The 
Gong Show.' " 
"The way it turns out, sometimes 
it's actually closer to "Jeopardy." 
"Well, look on the bright side, 
neither one of them has run off with 
his secretary." 
"No, that only happens to our 
mayors." 
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Short 
story 
contest 
open to 
student 
authors 
I niversily archivist Charles Hay cleans an old document authorities on 
before storing it in an acid-free folder in his files With the established a I 
help  of  (ieorge   M    Cunha.  one   of   the   nation's   leading 
document    preservation.    Hay    recently 
laboratory in the archives to restore worn. 
yellowed letters and similar.items   (photos by Steve Browiu 
Have you written any good short 
stories lately? Are you interested in 
HOD. 1750. even SlIWO'' 
The Ml.iniii Monthly and Xerox 
Corporation invite you to participate in 
the nationwide American Short Story 
Contest 
Kur college students only. this 
writing contest offers first, second and 
third prizes Prize-winning stories will 
also In- considered lor publication in 
The \tlanlie and. if accepted, will be 
purchased a) Ihe magazine's rates 
Only one story may be submitted by 
each college or university Here, the 
competition is being judged by 
professors Hal Blythe and Charlie 
Kweel nf the Department of Knglish. 
If you have a story and    or questions 
about 'he contest.  Ihey  invite you to; 
come by Iheir office at Wallace. Roorrf- 
211 
The maximum lenigth for the stones 
IS 5.OU0 words The deadline is .Ian 15. 
IHKO and entries will be judged on 
overall lilerarv merit 
English Career Day features work fair 
Kyt.lNNY EAGER 
Editor 
A symposium covering the topic. 
"The Knglish Major-Minor and the 
World of Work" will be the first 
highlight of the Knglish Department's 
Career Day on Friday. Oct. 19 
According to Charles M I-atta. 
assistant professor of Knglish and co 
chairman of the Career Day com- 
mittee, registration for an expected ?00 
urn high school students will be held in 
ihe Keen Johnson Kallrnom starting at 
Ham 
The first majopevent of ihe day is the 
work symposium and Carl K Hurley. 
chairman of secondary and higher 
education will present the welcome. 
John Howlett. vice president of 
academic affairs and research, will 
moderate Ihe symposium and the 
panelists will include: Nancy Cham 
berlain. educational representative 
from South Central Hell. Joseph B 
Curry, corporate communication from 
Armnc. Inc . Jo Kllen Jones, wage 
reporting specialist from the Social 
Security Administration. Wallace E 
Knight, manager of communications 
and special programs for Ashland Oil 
and Barbara Smith, department of 
personnel with Ihe state 
Another important event during the 
day wi,l be the presentation of the 
literary awards to the students 
The   awards   will   be   presented   in 
Poll 
Hy  I \< hIK  I'K K IK Klt 
Staff Writer 
Ulnii  (In you think about mid-terms being the same week as  Homecoming 
activities" i Photos i»v Steve Brown) 
.leanene      Perkins,      freshman. 
pharmacy, Lexington. 
"Well. I don't think that many 
people will he able to participate in 
the activities because they'll be 
studying   I think it's bad planning " 
I tan Trwmey. senior, police ad- 
ministration. Versailles. Indiana. 
"To me. it doesn't make any 
difference because my classes* 
aren't conflicting with any of the 
activities Also most of my teachers 
are understanding and aren't giving 
anv midterms this week." 
I 
.' 
""Si *Hfr 
Brock Auditorium following the 
symposium by Dr Charles Sweet and 
Dr Hal Blythe. both associate 
professors of Knglish 
Following ihe awards presentation, 
Kay Smith, assistant professor nf 
Knglish will give away door prizes 
In the afternoon Ihe prospective 
college students will be treated to a 
Work Kair in Ihe Powell Building while 
their teachers can attend another 
symposium 
Dealing with "Careers in the World of 
Work." the fair will include booths from 
the American Hospital Supply. Armio. 
Inc . Ashland Oil Inc . Begley Drug 
Co, Department of Personnel. State. 
Department of Foreign languages 
from ihe I'niversity. IBM. J C. Penney. 
Kentucky I'tihties Metropolitan Life 
Insurance Co . Public Information 
Office from the t niversily.. Hexnord 
Corporation. Social Security and South 
Central Bell Telephone 
The afternoon symposium will be 
directed al the high school teachers 
attending the Career Day and the topic 
will he "The Knglish Teacher a:id the 
Tea-lung ill Knglish What's So Bad 
\liniil Being an Knglish Teacher''" 
Panelists will include Belinda LoveM. 
Madison High School. Richmond. Jan 
/ Schmidt assistant professor of 
Knglish. Ivol Parker, assistant 
professor of Knglish and Judy l-ong 
Clark Moores Middle School. Kich 
miind 
The overall theme of this discussion 
will lie "How do We Succeed in 
Teaching Sludenls to Speak and 
Write"' 
According lo Latta. last year's 
Career Day was a success with about 
450 students from around the stale 
attending He said thai he hopes that 
this year will IK- just as successful 
Dormitory 
therapy 
\ 
Huh   Schnrbly.   senior,   recreation. 
Falls Church. Virginia. 
"It's bad news if it disrupts 
everybody's mid-terms It could be a 
real big problem because you are 
torn between what you would like to 
do and what vou have to do. 
Hetty l.awson. sophomore, kin- 
dergarden elementary education. 
Ilarrodsburg. 
"I think they should separate 
them a week or so because people 
can't get involved. I personally 
won't be able to attend the events " 
It happens two different ways, 
and they are both rotten bad. 
Here's the first way. 
John Bartholoncw Zilch comes 
and sits down and I look at his 
chart. He was here at Student 
Health eight days ago with a sore 
throat. He had big white pus 
pockets all over his tonsils, and we 
gave him 10 days worth of 
penicillin. 
So I say, "What's the problem?" 
and he says, "That medicine you 
gave me wasn't no good. Doc." So I 
say, "What happened. Zilch, did 
you take all the medicine I gave 
you?" 
And he gives thai horrible 
igornant answer, we hear so often, 
"SURE I DID. DOC." HE SAYS. 
"UNTIL I GOT Will . But now 
I'm sickei than ever, I hem pills you 
gave me Doc. ain't no good. I gave 
them extra pills away." 
There's the second rotten bad 
way. 
Let's not be sexist, let's say this is 
the roommate ol Suzanne Zilch. 
Call her Marianne Glot/. I say. 
"What's wrong. Marianne?" And 
she says, "I've got tonsilliiics again. 
Doc, I hate to take up your time, 
and honest I did my best lo slay 
away. I mean Suzanne had some 
pills left over, and then Marlene 
down the hall had some pills that 
looked like Suzanne's. But, oh Doc, 
I feel so bad!" 
I do believe it would take the 
Pinkertons and the FBI together to 
figure out all the weird treatments 
going on in the dorms. 
Listen, tell your friends, here's 
the true and lively word about 
floating pills. 
When you get an infection of any 
kind, those microscopic buggers 
start very small and reproduce and 
grow and all the time vou don't feel 
them. Then (it may take days) they 
have multiplied enough 10 have a 
family bacterial picnic that rocks the 
town. 
Some organ or place in your body 
hurts and gets sick, and then the 
poisons •.pill into your blood, and 
you're sick all over. So you take an 
antibiotic or a sulfa drug, or 
whatever. 
Well, it works the other wav 
round at the END of your infection. 
Your body's defenses rise up and 
stait killing off the bugs in your 
system. We like to think that 
sometimes our medicines do too. 
So as they die off there are fewer 
and fewer of them in you, and when 
I hey drop below a certain level, you 
DON'T FEEI THEM ANYMORE 
You feel well. But you are NOT 
WEI I 
They keep on dying out for 
another day or two. If you stop your 
medication, there is a chance that 
lhey will quit dying out and start 
breeding back and make vou sick all 
over again. f 
So please do vo.ursell a favor.' 
lake the medicine the way wc say. 
even if it means a couple ol days 
that vou led you are taking it for no 
reason. 
Kill'em off and then STOMP 
'EM!! 
Do your roommate a favor. Too 
few pills can immunize disease bugs 
without killing ilicin. so don't pass a 
lew left over pills around. 
You are great kids and I've 
come to love you, but you are rotteri 
lousy doctors PLEASE QUIT 
THE "DORMITORY THERA- 
PY." 
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Placement Pipeline^ 
I"  \  M H l   S 
I'HIH KIHKKS 
INTERVIEW 
I All interviews will be held in the 
Division of Career Development and 
I'laremenl.  us Jones Building 
2. Students who wish to schedule 
interviews must sign up in person at the 
Division Office. Monday - Friday from S 
a m   - 4  in p m 
3. Interview appointments can be 
scheduled after organization recruiting 
details are announced in the P.V.I or 
Cregreu. 
4 The minimum requirement for 
scheduling an interview is the com- 
pletion and filing of a Placement Data 
Sheet This form is part of the 
Placement Registration Packet which 
is available in the Division Office A 
complete set of placement credentials 
is recommended to support your em- 
ployment or professional-graduate 
school search 
< \MPl S INTERVIEWS 
Mondav and Tuesdav. Ocl   22 & 23 
POTTER & COMPANY     (PAS 
Positions   Staff accountant 
Qualifications    HBA  in   accounting 
Tuesday   Ocl   23 
AMOCO  PKODl (TION  COMPANY 
Positions    Geologist 
(Qualifications    MS in geolog) 
Tuesdav. Ocl   23 
SOI AKK I) COMPANY      Florence 
K> 
Positions     Physical   distribution 
trainee 
Qualifications   HBA in management, 
iransportalion and physical 
distribution 
Wednesday. Oct   24 
KI.KCTRONIC   DATA   SYSTEMS 
CORP 
Positions      Systems    engineering 
development program 
(Qualifications   Bachelors or masters 
degree in computer science  electronic 
data processing and math 
Wednesday. Oct   M 
TOCCHK   ROSS   AND   COMPANY 
CPAs 
Positions: Staff accountants 
Qualifications:  BBA or MBA in ac- 
counting 
Wednesday. Oct  24 
KENTUCKY DEPT FOR NATURAL 
RESOURCES It ENVIRONMENTAL 
PROTECTION 
Positions: Programmer-Analyst 
Qualifications:    Assoc    or   BBA   in 
electronic  data   processing  or   BS   in 
computer science 
Thursday. Oct  25 
AMERICAN CAN COMPANY 
Positions   Engineering associate 
Qualifications     HS   in   industrial 
technology 
Thursday. Oct   25 
ARTHUR ANDERSON ft COMPANY 
CPAS 
Positions: Staff accountants 
Qualifications    BRA or MBA in ac- 
counting 
Friday. Oct   26 
XEROX CORPORATION 
Pisitions: Sales trainees 
Qualifications:    All   degrees   and 
majors interested in sales - marketing 
careers 
Fndav, Oct   26 
K MART CORPORATION 
Positions Retail management 
trainee 
Qualifications    Bachelor's degree in 
business administration or any related 
field  including all   liberal  arts  areas 
interested in retailing career 
Mondav   Ocl   29 
KENTUCKY DEPARTMENT OF 
JUSTICE 
Positions Correction, classification 
.me! treatment, probation and parole 
officers and correction educational 
specialist 
Qualifications Bachelor's or 
master's in corrections, sociology, 
social work, education and related 
majors 
Tuesday. Oct. 30 
MORSE SHOE. INC 
Positions: Management trainee 
Qualifications:       Associate      or 
bachelor's in business administration. 
economics or other fields interested in 
retail store management career 
Tuesday. Oct  30 
CSDA FARMERS HOME AD- 
MINISTRATION 
Positions Agriculture management 
specialist 
Qualifications: Bachelors with major 
in any agricultural area 
Tuesday. Oct. 30 
U S   AIR FORCE -  Richmond.  Ky 
Positions: Officer candidate program 
Qualifications: Bachelor's or 
master's in business administration, 
economics, math and < technical 
science-health) related majors 
NOTE: Personal interviews can be 
scheduled in the Division of Career 
Development and Placement A 
general information booth will also be 
available from 10 a m -3pm on Oct. 
30 outside the grill area in the Powell 
Building 
Wednesday. Oct   31 
BOB EVANS FARM   FOODS.   INC 
Positions: Food service management 
trainees 
Qualifications:  Majors interested in 
retail food management career 
Wednesday. Oct  31 
THE KROGER COMPANY 
Positions Store management 
trainees 
Qualifications        Bachelor's      or 
master's in business administration or 
other    majors    with    food    store    ex- 
perience 
Thursday. Nov   I 
BACON'S    I»uisville. Ky 
Positions Buyer trainee (mer- 
chandising' 
Qualifications Bachelor's in 
business administration, economics, 
lashion merchandising or any liberal 
arts area interested in department 
store buying 
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Heat turned on 
in all campus buildings 
Hv KOH IMH.I.AK 
\r«« Kditor 
The I'niversily heal plant was turned 
on (tcl. it. restoring heat lo all 
I niversity buildings and dormitories, 
just as an unseasonable spell of cold 
weather settled across the area 
However, it was not until two days 
later that all I'niversily facilities were 
properly heating up. according to Chad 
Middleton. director of I'niversily 
Buildings and Crounds 
Middleton explained that the plant 
look about 12 hours to build up enough 
steam to (ill all of the underground 
distribution lines leading to all campus 
buildings 
Adding to this, was the fact every 
building on campus had to be checked 
out by Buildings and grounds personnel 
lo verify whether adjustments had to be 
made in the heating systems 
The unusual colder weather so far 
this year did not prompt an earlier 
switching on of the heating system at 
the I niversity. according to Middleton 
In a comparison, he stated that last 
year, the heat plant was turned on 
•somewhere around the Hth or 10th of 
October " 
Me added that the plant was usually 
activated about the same time every 
year, usually between <k't   5 and 15 
Middleton commented on the 
problem* that buildinRs and grounds 
has every year at this time and again in 
the spring with trying to keep building 
temperatures at a comfortable level 
He termed these unpredictable times 
of the year •interim periods." ex- 
plaining. "Thais when you have big 
differentiations in temperatures from 
one day lo the next 
Itecause an unusual cold spell might 
lie followed by a warming trend once 
Ihe heat is turned on. the result would 
be a warm building, said Middleton 
Ihe same logic would he applied in the 
spring with the turning off of the heal 
and the switching on of the air con- 
ditioning 
(Mice Ihe heat is turned on. according 
lo Middleton. it is kept on. since it would 
ne impractical to turn it off and on 
randomly because too much equipment 
would have to be changed over and 
reworked 
Middleton stated that the decision of 
when lo turn the heat on came to him 
from Neal Donaldson, vice president 
for business affairs, who in turn 
received the word from University 
President J C   Powell 
The two men made the decision based 
on forecasts, temperatures and oth«r 
weather data for the area, stated 
Middleton 
Middleton admitted that buildings 
and grounds would encounter some 
problems in trying to comply with 
President Carter's energy conservation 
guideline of 65-degree temperatures for 
the heating of public buildings 
He said that it would especially cause 
problems at this time of the year when 
the temperatures outside were not that 
much lower than 65 degrees. 
"Complicating matters" could be 
several days of weather in the 70's 
outside, which would naturally raise 
the building temperature over the 65 
degree limit, according to Middleton 
Middleton said that the only 
measures that his department could 
take to combat this problem would be to 
set thermostats at 65 degrees and make 
sure that all equipment was operating 
right 
On the value of President Carter's 
conservation measures at the 
I niversity. Middleton said that 
because the I'niversily is cooled by 
electricity, a vast amount of energy 
was conserved over Ihe summer. 
Kul. he was skeptical as to how the 
comervalIon measures might benefit 
the I'niversily this winter 
Because ihe t'niversity heals with 
coal which is used to produce steam. 
Middleton said thai if the I'niversily 
uses less coal this coming winter, it 
would not necessarily be attributed to 
Carter's conservation measures 
He cited a number of variables such 
as a milder winters, that might effect 
the   amount    of   coal    used    bv    the 
I'niversity. 
"It's really hard to tell how much 
you're going to save." he added, on the 
predictability of the effectiveness of the 
65-degree temperature guideline. 
On other subjects. Middleton cited 
"progress" concerning the I'niversily 
heal plant and smokestack that was 
found in violation of KPA standards last 
vear 
He said that the bidding for the 
contract was recently completed and 
that the low bid had been termed by the 
state as "an acceptable bid " 
Middleton said that all that is left to 
do now is to go through the formality of 
awarding the contract, so that the 
equipment needed for the project can 
be ordered and ready by the starting 
dale 
Concerning the extent- of the project, 
he said thai the plant would be 
renovated with new mechanical dust 
collectors and other equipment    » 
He said that the new dust collectors 
were "double" and rescinded smoke 
through them, collecting particulates 
and such, before recycling the 
materials through the process again 
The collectors would take Hie biggest 
percentage of dust and particulates out 
of Ihe smoke and put the I'niversily in 
compliance with KPA standards, ac 
cording to Middleton 
However. Middleton said that the 
work on the plant would not start until 
after Ihe plant was turned off and 
closed in the spring 
Concerning a possible coal shortage 
this winter. Middleton stated that he 
sees no problem at all with Ihe 
I niversity receiving sufficient supplies 
of coal for healing purposes 
He noted that the I'niversily is under 
contract with the South Kast Coal 
Company and that they are contracted 
lo provide the campus with coal 
through June 30. 198" 
He said thai the company has assured 
us that they do not anticipate any 
shortages 
"We've almost got enough lying on 
campus in the storage Bins lo operate 
us all winler now." said Middleton 
A pet show, sponsored by the Madison County Humane 
Society, was held recently at Ihe shopping center on the 
Kastern   by-pass    Children   12   years   and   under   proudB 
riispl.i.'-d their puppies, kittens, ducks, and even turkeys 
Awaro were given in various categories iphoto In Krian 
Potts.' 
Humane Society holds pet show 
B> MAHYKKISTKK 
Staff Writer 
The Madison County Humane Sociery 
held its first annual pel show last 
Saturday morning at the t'niversity 
Shopping Center parking lot 
Judy Cunningham, spokeswoman for 
Ihe Humane Society organized the show 
along with Kelly Young, a member of 
Pi Beta Phi sorority   The judges for ihe 
show. also members of Pi Beta Phi 
included Brenda Delanoy. Stephanie 
(Jeromes. Kathy Combs. Jane 
Kalbaugh. l-aurel Smith. Susan Steele 
and Becky Youngs 
The show was open to all children 
under 12 and their pets      Kntries in 
eluded   a    pit   bulldog    and   Alaskan 
huskie. a golden retriever   puppies of 
assorted breeds and a pet lurkey. 
The entries walked around a ring in 
Iron!   of   Ihe  judges   and   were   later 
closely judged individually by the girls 
Some of the pets performed "tricks 
The    pit    bulldog    demonstrated    the 
pressure lorce in  her jaws  when the 
owner   swung   the   dog   around   on   a 
dowel rod by the teeth 
Ml pel entries won ribbons in one 
category or another, including largest 
and smallest animal, most obedient 
most unusual name and having the 
most resemblance to owner 
Security investigating 
indecent (exposure report 
High schoolers 
attend annual Math Day 
H> KOH IMH.I.AK 
NrwsKititor 
The I'niversily Division of Public 
Safely and Security received a report 
Ocl II concerning a case of alleged 
indecent exposure in the Wallace 
Building, according to Wynn Walker, 
assistant director for patrol services 
"(tight now. we're still working this 
ihing over." said Walker regarding the 
alleged incident 
Walker said that campus security 
was notified at 10:93a m  last Thursday 
that a coed was supposedly the victim 
of a sexual exposure in the Wallace 
Building, near Ihe vicinity of the Adams 
Knom and surrounding hallways 
Walker sa.d that security was having 
problems with the case in establishing 
exactly what happened 
He added, though, that it was being 
investigated as a "simple exposure 
rase " 
Walker slated that departmental 
policy prevented the release of the 
name of ihe coed that was allegedly the 
victim of the offense 
He said that this was Ihe standard 
policy lor most police agencies 
regarding sexually related cases 
"There's loo much had vibes that 
goes with something like that." said 
Walker on the release of a victim's 
name 
He added that if names of victims 
were released. Ihe "embarassment 
factor" would be so high that it would 
discourage victims from reporting such 
crimes lo Ihe police 
K\ WNKM INNTVCi 
Staff Writer 
More than 250 high school juniors and 
seniors attended the fourth annual 
Math Day held here octi to. 
"Although we had students from 
eleven schools, participation was down 
due to the high price of gas," Dr James 
V Brooks, coordinator of the program, 
said l.isl year more than MU) students 
attended Ihe event 
"Many til Ihe school districts couldn't 
supply gasoline lor a bus." Brooks 
explained "We feel Ihe Math Days are 
helpful hut we may not be able to hold 
any more if gas prices don't go down " 
the high school students who did 
attend had a full day. beginning with a 
reception in the Keen Johnson Building 
They were then escorted around Ihe 
campus in small groups by university 
volunteers 
"The students had an opportunity to 
operate our computer terminals, see 
what the math department had to offer 
and get to know the campus in 
general." Brooks stated 
After the lour, Ihe students were 
taken to Ihe Kennamer Room in Ihe 
Powell Building lo meet represen- 
lalives from other colleges 
Brooks is not certain what effects the 
Math Days have had on enrollment 
figures but he sees them as a public 
relations function 
They help in many ways." he 
commented   "The high school students 
and their teachers become lamihar 
with our programs and the department 
gets a chance lo sell computer science, 
statistics and mathematiccs as major 
fields to study We hka to feel there is 
positive feedback". > 
According to Brooke, even student* 
who plan lo enter other fields lienefii 
from the annual event 
"Statistics and computer science will 
soon be a part of every profession   We 
already offer service courses for many 
olher   departments  and   anticipate 
creating more " ,.,    . Brooks went on to say.    We. here at 
the    I niversity     need    to   meet    the 
demands ol society." he smiled, "and 
computers are  an  important   part   ol 
society 
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Dr. W. R. Isaacs 
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Announce that they have moved downstairs, 
two doors down from old location. 
Complete Visual Service. All Types of Contacts 
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Baush & Lomb 
Soft Lens 
In Stock 
Looking for a place that you 
can count on for a good haircut? 
Bobby Jack's 
Style Shop 
No Appointment Necessary.   1507 East Main 
Bring In this Ad For A Free Shampoo 
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Young Democrats" 
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Child abuse seminar 
features haunting stories by Wooden 
it\ t iiKim w in 1 1 \KI K 
Staff Writer 
iillslago lit' is a rather quiet, sub- 
dued man l>ul put him before an 
audience .md he can rip your con- 
science, sear your senses and literally 
send torturing guilt and unknown 
realization into your soul 
Relaying haunting tales of 
Jonestown Ciuyana child por- 
nography, child abuse and interstate 
commerce nl children by institutions. 
Ken Wooden author nl Weeping in the 
I'laytime nl others." set off sparks 
among health and helping 
professional!) law enforcement of 
I leers educators counselors, and 
students .11 .1 seminar <k-t II. in the 
I'usey Vuditorium of the Stralton 
Building 
The seminar 'Child Abuse I: From a 
National Perspective" was sponsored 
by the Colleges "l Allied Health and 
Nursing and I .aw Knlorcement Lynn 
\ night director ol Special Programs 
mini Allied Health and Nursing and 
Charles Kredy chairman of Correc 
Mono I Services in l«iw Knlorcement 
wen eoordinalnrii lor the program 
1 > mint! troni a childhood of 
delinquency in Birmingtnn. New 
li-rse> Wooden started nut as a laborer 
at 17 and after many jobs and oc- 
cupations, is now at 42. an investigative 
HHirnahst lor CBS   ,IUI minutes 
1 ncovcring corruption, unethical 
practices and abuse m the nations 
institutions have been the child ad 
locale s iiit> lor Ihe past lew years His 
works have brought about national 
imcstitsaiinns by Congress, the 
lustice Department . anc other 
governmental offices 
I have had unlimited travel tor 
going t>< look at programs throughout 
Ihe I uitrd States." remarked Wooden 
His travels have produced horrifying 
accounts ol ihe mistreatment ol 
1 htklren by profit seeking politicians 
prison officials   and  powerful  figures 
like Jim Jones 
1 sing vivid descriptions, film ex- 
cerpts and poetry written by in- 
carcerated youth. Wooden revealed 
gross inadequacies and tortures to 
these children 
"Nobody Coddled Bobby" one of his 
eight contributions to "60 Minutes." 
dealt with a Pennsylvania juvenile 
named Hobby Hester who was caught 
lor possession of "wacky tobacco" as 
Wooden called it and was placed in 
prison at ("amp Hill. Penn . for both 
adults and juveniles 
Describing the implorable conditions 
there. Ihe intermingling of juvenile and 
adult   offenders,   the   homosexual   ac- 
'..  horrifying account 
of mistreatment...' 
tivily forced upon Hester and his 
consequent suicide. Wooden sent 
shivers among the audience 
"The cost to do all things is 
MO.utKI per child per year in Penn 
sylvania." the bearded author relayed, 
emphasizing that the employers were 
gelling Ihe benefits rather than the 
prisoners themselves 
"After Ihe film, the governor there 
was so embarrassed that it < Camp Hill 1 
was closed 
Advising ihe social workers, law- 
enforcement officers. nurses, 
educators and students to explore 
institutions and leak" stories to the 
press Wooden claimed that change 
could occur through embarrassment 
and realization of the injustice being 
doled out lo the children 
We are subsidizing crime when 
mixing status offenders and criminal 
offenders." he pointed out. shaking his 
linger at the audience. "If you stand up 
lor what you believe vou mav get 
11 red 
"Hut by putting your job on the line is 
not an act of courage, but  an act  of 
Lunch 
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simple honesty " he continued 
A believer in multi-careensm. 
Wooden has been a high school teacher, 
politician, journalist and has held 
many other diverse jobs As a child he 
remembers 
"When I was growing up. I was bad 
news in my hometown - I started 
working in construction and developed 
a skill " 
On a trip back to his hometown with 
one of his four children, he pointed out 
lo his daughter "the buildings I bur- 
ned and the chimney I built " i He built 
the chimney as a part of his job> For an 
uneducated kid. skill was importanl " 
It was his wife who made the 
profound change in his life, from a 
seni i illiterate delinquent to the activist 
he is now 
As a patient tutor, she worked with 
him. influenced his decision to attend 
ccllege   and finally married him 
Wooden cited several examples of 
victims of child abuse in institutions A 
few of these included: 
- an epileptic boy who had scarred his 
arm while being in a cell with a hot 
radiator, "he got hung up on it (the 
radiator' while in a seizure, it was too 
grotesque lo film for national 
television 
- a girl who aborted herself in a cell 
and nobody came to help her 
Chicanns being punished for 
speaking Spanish 
children having to wear iron 
manacles ;According to Wooden, this 
was issued when .lohn Mitchell was in 
office i "I don't recall them being used 
on Mitchell and other thugs " Wooden 
said 
To curb such practices, he stressed 
the need for Senate Hill I, which would 
allow federal investigators the right to 
go into prisons Attorney generals he 
claims, are against the bill 
"They say it is a violation of federal 
policies." Wooden chuckled "They are 
politicians that have higher ambitions 
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politically 
Wooden, whose book led to the for- 
mation of the National Coalition for 
Children's Justice, also spoke on the 
uuilti inillinii dollar child pornography 
scandal 
"Vou can get what kind of child you 
want for a weekend - fat. thin, bright, 
or dumb a lot of people are in it for 
money There are collectors of porn and 
the thirst is always there." Wooden 
reported, "and they're not seedy, dirty 
old men " 
In one documentary film, he reported 
that five multi-millionaires -- a 
psychiatrist, teacher and maintenance 
workers at a Boston school - were 
involved in the child pornography 
business 
"They go after children whose 
parents have been in a divorce - they're 
kids starving for affection: those whose 
families have few church ties are 
slightly underdeveloped physically 
and are below economic standards " 
The "Jonestown" tragedy, as told by 
Wooden i who spent time in Guyana 
investigating Ihe incident), was an 
exploitation by Jim Jones, cult leader, 
through "sex. working, hustling and 
abuse 
Jones had political support from the 
California legislature for children were 
forced lo work for political reasons 
That is why. Wooden said, that 
California authorities are being quiet 
about the event 
Social workers in California were 
heard to say that Jones was "too 
powerful politically' and that they 
were   "scared of his political clout 
In conclusion. Wooden asked the 
audience to show courage and work 
toward reform and justice in relation lo 
incarcerated children 
What we can do is to be a little more 
human for the kids who cry out tous. we 
can lie heller parents, grandparents, 
brothers and sisters the things the 
good Pope talked about love " 
4     1 
/--■■■■ II 
Ken Wooden, author of Weeping In the 
I'lavtlmr of Others, spoke to an 
audience October II in a seminar en- 
titled "Child Abuse I Krom a National 
Perspective." 'photo hv Sieve Rrown) 
Aid available 
to students 
Students studying the business of coal 
mining are eligible to .ipply for 
financial help Iron, a $2,000 donation by 
the Isla: .1 Creek < -.il Co . 1.. \ington to 
Ihe I'nivcrsity 
The money for scholarships was 
presented by Island Creek's executive 
vice president for administration. J K 
Kaltic. to Kent Royally, director of the 
coal mining administration program in 
the College of Business 
The program of study offers the 
degree of bachelor of business ad- 
ministration in coal mining This study 
leaches basic business skills needed by 
management personnel in coal mining 
It also teaches an understanding of 
such administrative and technical 
problems as underground and surface 
mining methods, reclamation, con- 
servation, occupational health and 
safelv and labor relation 
State 
seeks 
foster 
homes 
l)o you remember the last time youl 
ran away from home'' 
Do you remember the last time you 
were completely alone? 
The   Kentucky    Department    for 
Human   Resources   is   searching   for | 
foster homes  aod  temporary   shelter 
homes for adolescents 
Can vou offer what it lakes? 
Where do teenagers go when  their 
parents are arrested or homes break- 
up" 
Where do runaways go when they are 
picked up'' 
Many teens must leave their homes in 
limes of emergencies. 
Vou could help by providing this 
temporary shelter by becoming an 
emergency shelter home for the 
Kentucky Department for Human 
Resources 
Have you ever considered being a 
foster parent? 
Do you ever wonder what happens to 
a teenager who has no home to go to at 2 
in the morning'' 
The only alternative to family 
placement is detention in the Madison 
County Jail 
The Bureau for Social Services is 
recruiting Madison County families and 
individuals who would like to offer 
temporary shelter lo such children 
There will be a meeting with in- 
terested persons on Tuesday. (H't 23. 
1979 to discuss these needs 
The meeting will be held at Berea 
College in the Alumni Building 
(in Monday, (let 22, 1979 a meeting 
will lie held at Ihe Richmond Bureau for 
Social Services in Ihe Richmond Bank 
on Main Street 
Kor more information call OH Mil, or 
R23-I2M 
Both meetings will start at 7 p m 
MAKE MONDAY YOUR 
FUNDA Y AT S\r 91ZZA 
Pitt 7/Vol. StVNo. 9 
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Organizations 
Council for Exceptional Children 
Organization promotes 
children's welfare 
Mv NANCY SPKNC-KR 
staff Writer 
Our organization is for the growth of 
students in a professional manner." 
commented Ann Filiatreau. vice 
president of the Student Council for 
Kxceptional Children iSCEC). which 
promotes the welfare and education of 
exceptional children and youth 
The members of SCKC participate in 
activities that will "familiarize 
students with types of handicaps they 
will be experien*inR in their fields." 
said Filiatreau 
Members no to the Shriners' Hospital 
which is an orthopedic and burn center 
and to the Cerebral Palsy center in 
U-xington They also assist with the 
Special Olympics in the spring 
Many of their members are involved 
with "contributing to summer camps 
lor exceptional children " In the past, 
the organization has also sponsored 
Halloween parties at the Telford 
i enter 
The divisions that members can 
become involved with include 
physically handicapped, behavioral 
disorders, mental retardation and 
communications disorders Also in- 
cluded are divisions for learning 
disabilities, visually handicapped, the 
talented and gifted and early childhood 
i 
•One of the main functions of SCKC is 
lo promote the education of exceptional 
children." according to Filiatreau "We 
try to give students first-hand ex- 
perience before entering the field as a 
teacher." she stressed 
SCFC is the student section of the 
Council for Kxceptional Children 
1CKC1 Students have the same rights 
as the regular and professional 
members 
•'One of the benefits of being a paid 
student member is receiving up-to-date 
literature dealing with exceptional 
children." commented Filiatreau. 
Oct. 19-20 members will be attending 
the convention for the Kureau of 
Kducation for Kxceptional Children 
iHKCO in Louisville Some of the 
topics to be addressed include different 
divisions, problems, special interest, 
and new literature and studies. 
In March, there will be a state-wide 
CKC convention Members of the 
1'niversity's chapter of SCKC will 
"serve as informational assistants." 
said Filiatreau 
In 1978 the t'niversity chapter of 
SCKC was selected as the "Outstanding 
Chapter in Kentucky" in state-wide 
competition This chapter was also 
recognized at the International Con- 
vention 
The club will be sponsoring job 
placement to try to help students decide 
what they wish to do with their major 
The organization has a "very out- 
standing membership this year This 
year there's been an increase in in- 
volvement by the students." Filiatreau 
commented 
"Our involvement and interest within 
Kastern is growing rapidly," she said 
"Our students have the potential to 
become future leaders in special 
education " 
one does not have to he in a par- 
ticular major in order to join SCKC but 
there are national student clues as well 
as division dues 
"We encourage everyone and anyone 
interested In exceptional children to 
leel free lo attend meetings," she said 
Clubs 
raise 
funds 
Members of the t'niversity Dance Theatre practice some of        Dancers Dancing Dances     Members pi .<-tice two nights a 
(he moves that will later be utilized in the production of     week   (photo h> Scotl Adams. 
Theatre offers classes in dance 
Kvl'IIKRYI.JONEn 
Slaff Writrr 
For those with an interest in dancing. 
Ihe t'niversity Dance Theatre is of- 
fering classes and a chance to utilize 
dancing abilities 
The Dance Theatres program 
consists of regular dancing classes and 
two concert performances in the fall 
and spring I iancing classes, taught by 
Deborah Smith. formerly a 
professional dancer, are held on 
Tuesdays and Thursdays 
The Dance Theatre is open to 
beginners and. although experience is 
usually required to perform in con- 
certs, there are some dances which 
allow even the beginner to participate 
in a seasonal program 
The performances conducted by the 
Dance Theatre, entitled "Dancers 
Dancing Dances." include 
choreography   done  by   teachers  and 
students 
When when asked why she thought 
people joined the Dance Theatre. Smith 
: 
Live in Brittaniec 
Ufa*.   }* m ..   . 
'cmots 
wear Jeans, jackets, shirts, life. 
Miin St.   Next to J. Sutters Mill 
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CHEESE 1.19 
SIDE ORDERS 
COKE. SPRITE. TAB.... ■" 
LEMONADE   OR   ICE   TEA   .......-" 
COFFEE ;• i% 
ASSORTED CHIPS ■*» 
MOT  PEPPERS »» 
KOStlEL PICKLE SLICE >| 
CHILI.,..«.r • ., TOSSEO SALACL..............."-' 
SUBMARINE SANDWICHES 
includes Lettuce. Tomato, Onion. Cheese Seasoning and our own Top Secret Ores.ing. 
MIXED. 1.b5 2.25 
HAM 1.55 2,25 
SALAMI 155 2.25 
ROAST BEES 155." 2.25 
TURKEY. 155. 2.25 
LI VERWORST. 1.55 2.25 
TUNA 155. 2.25 
CHEESE 1.55 2.25 
WEIGHT WATCHERS SPECIAL 
"DIET THING" A CHEF'S 
Portions of  Hoast Beef, Mam, 
Tufkay, Salami and Swiss Cheese 
on a bed o< Lettuce and Tomato 
Slices and your choice of 
dressing. $2.03 
HOURS DELIVERY 
eSS£tTa 10aT- R M.ni?TF MINIMUM *'75 SUNDAY 4p.m. to 12 IDNI E 
answered,  "f'auw they   love dance" 
other reasons given were that 
students who were unable lo obtain 
cards for dancing classes during 
registration can still learn to dance 
through the theatre and also receive 
credit 
"It   gives   them   an   opportunity   lo 
learn   professional-level   technique* 
It's a chance lo do more dance." said 
Smith 
Dues for the theatre are only $2. 
winch pays for costumes and lighting at 
concert ix'rformunces 
H> MIM-  BOKC.M \\ 
Slaff Writer 
There are approximately 150 
registered organizations on this 
campus that have to meet a budget in 
order to survive 
That means that there are 150 money- 
making chairpersons banging their 
heads against the wall trying lo 
organize a list of ideas for their group to 
do to make ends meet 
Kasy enough'' Wrong1 lamg hours 
are spent working out the details of 
projects, getting permission from the 
student activities office, ordering 
products, finding a place lo sell them 
and making sure that their group is 
well represented to sell Ihe product 
In spile of all this, there are still ISO 
organizations meeting their budget 
every year 
Skip Daugherty. director of student 
activities and organizations, said. 
"Meeting their Midget is ihe hardest 
thing for most groups There are only so 
many services lo < arry out "i so many 
products lo sell in this town 
Kaugherty also stressed how sup 
porlive Ihe Richmond merchants have 
been in donating prizes and time 
Daugherty remarked. "If a group 
works hard'I hey can make $150 in one 
afternoon on a good car wash." 
There have been a few unique money 
making projects Knr example, some 
groups hold slave sales where they 
offer Iheir lime for money Other 
groups sell cups, towels. T-shirts and 
kazoo* for profits At football games, 
one group sells Cokes and another sells 
programs Another unique idea thai one 
group utilizes for money making is 
shining shoes 
There are some things thai clubs 
must avoid, according lo Skip 
Daugherty Ditlenes are not allowed 
.Hid "bubble gum sales" are not 
.■Mowed A "bubble gum sale" is selling 
something le gum. eggs for more 
Ihan Iheir worth 
& 
Come Enjoy 
Our Monday 
Night Buffet 
8:30 - 11:00 
And Enjoy 
Monday Night 
Football On Our 
Wide Screen TV 
Free Delivery 
Before the 
Game Come 
To Our Buffet 
11:00 - 2:30 
ALL YOU CAN EAT 
AND DRINK 
Pizza, Breadsticks, Salads, 
All For Only $Q09 3 
623-7752/623-7759 
Downtown Water Street 
Sun. 1 pm-Midnight Mon. - Wed.  11am-1am Thurs. - Sat. 11 - 2 am 
FRIED CHICKEN 
The taste that made 
the South love chicken 
at prices chicken-lovers love 
DAY WEDNESDAY 
4 
\ 
US. 25 
SOUTH 
NEXT TO 
CLARK- 
MOORES 
SCHOOL 
Our Second Location 
On The Eastern By-Pass 
Regular '2.40 Value 
1 89 
COMPLETE DINNER 
Includes: 3 Pieces Honey-Dipped Fried 
Chicken, Mash Potatoes And Gravy 
Cole Slaw And One Hot Butter-Tastin Biscuit 
Copyright 1977 Famous Recipe Fried Chicken 
••»■ S/Vol. M/No. 9 
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Campus Clips 
Blood mobile 
TIM- Hod Cross Mood Mobile will be 
outside of the Keen Johnson KuikJing 
on \ov   IS and 14 
In order lo prevent the forming of 
long lines, pre registration will be held 
at the <-nd of the month 
This week, presidents of all 
organizations and dorms on campus 
«ill receive information concerning the 
Klood Mobile and how they can con- 
tribute donors and workers" 
Registration will also be held on the 
second lloor of the Powell Building on 
1*1    Ml.  II and Nnv   I 
Housing 
applications 
Housing applications for the fall 
semester 1980 are now available in the 
Mousing Office. Jones 108 
As in the past, assignments will be 
made according lo application date 
The application must be accompanied 
by the $S0 deposit lo the Bursar or a 
signature from the Financial Aid Office 
or scholarship source Information 
should be given according to fall 1980 
status 
Moberly speaks 
Harry Moberly. candidate for State 
Representative m the Bist district 
which includes the University, will be 
ihe leatured speaker at the next Young 
I lemocrals meeting on Wednesday Oct 
24. al H p m in the Kennamer Koom of 
the Powell Huilding 4» 
Moberly is a University graduate 
Irom Richmond and is a practicing 
attorney in the firm of Coy. Coy. and 
Mnherl\ lie defeated long-term in 
lumbeni liuight Wells in the May 
Democratic primary 
This meeting is open to the public, and 
everyone is invited to attend 
Nursing seminar 
\ seminar In be held here Nov 8-9 
will deal with the legal aspects of 
nursing and health care 
The seminar will feature William 
Kcgan Providence. K.I . who is "a 
nationally recognized authority on 
hospital, medical mi" nursing law." 
according lo l)r l.ynn Vnight of the 
continuing education office in the 
College of Allied Health and Nursing 
I<egaii4>ublishes Ti.r l.i-u.in Reports 
a periodical on nursi ig law 
The seminar in the Keen Johnson 
Ituilding should be of interest not only 
In nursing educators, nursing ad 
minislrators and coronary and in- 
tensive care nurses but also to hospital 
administrators, medical records 
personnel, social workers and legal 
personnel." \oight said 
Further inlormation may be obtained 
• •r registration lor the seminar made by 
telephoning ■ (KSH > K22-:IUM or K22-2M3 
Not only does Mr Kegan lecture but 
he also gives on the spot answers to 
questions put to him by members of the 
audience." Vnight said "Regan pulls 
no punches as he gives the answers that 
people need." 
Harvey 
named to board 
In Arthur W Harvey, associate 
professor of music has been named to 
serve on a 14 member state-wide task 
force to develop a ten-year plan for 
gifted education in Kentucky 
Ksiahhshed by the State Department 
of Kducalton under guidelines set forth 
by House Hill 576. the task force will 
work for one year on developing the 
program plan for gifted and talented 
children The group's first meeting is 
set for Oct   25-26 in Frankfort 
Harvey's invitation to serve on the 
task force comes because he has been 
trained and works with gifted students, 
has gifted children of his own and was a 
gifted child himself, having graduated 
at age 15 from a high school that did not 
have a program for the gifted-talented 
student 
Small claims 
court 
On   Oct    27.   at      H   in   am the 
seminar "Achieving Success in the 
Small Claims Court" will again be 
offered by the Chamber of Commerce 
and the University 
The purpose of the seminar is to 
acquaint businessmen and women, 
professional persons and individuals 
«ilh small claims court procedures and 
other aspects of the small claims court 
This seminar is specifically designed to 
acquaint these groups with the 
technical aspects of court procedures 
William M Nixon, seminar leader, is 
.in attorney and professor of law in the 
College of i„iu  Enforcement 
For additional information on 
registration, contact Management 
I levelopment and Studies Institute. 622- 
io49 or Division of Special Programs. 
'.22  1444 
Banking 
conference 
The Kluegrass Chapter of the 
\merican Institute of Ranking has 
announced the second annual con 
lerence for hanking employees 
beginning al H  '   a m   on Oct   27 
The conference this year has the 
theme "Implications of the Marketing 
Concept for Hanking Personnel" and 
will he held on campus 
Conference leaders will conduct 
afternoon workshops involving com 
inunicatinns. public relations and the 
self concept and job-performance 
For additional information, call 
llarrell Rlevins 252 4971 or Stan King 
822-1049 
Come to the Sigma Chi 
HAUNTED 
HOUSE 
Barnes Mill Road 
1 mile past 1-75 
M.00 Kids -- M.50   Adults 
Fri.. 26th 8-12 
Sat., 27th 8-1 
Mon., 29th 8-12 
'Nu* cheer 
Sigma Nu sweetheart. Paula GootUII helped cheer the Colonels on to victory at 
the loot hall name on Saturday Coodall is a junior majoring in data processing 
front   \iichnragc   < photo h\   Scott   \dams> 
Campaign 
urges youth involvement 
Students are now being recruited to 
loin in a nationwide effort lo change the 
present governmental programs 
serving youth The ineffectiveness of 
ihe federal government, combined with 
the large amount ol bureaucracy has 
vieldcd many problems lor youth, as 
government continues lo ignore the 
needs al students In order to combat 
this problem and restructure the 
current procedure of serving youth, we 
have implemented this campaign, 
known as Ihe Campaign for Ihe 
I'real ion of the National Youth Advisor 
The ( ampaign is working NOW to 
create a nationwide structure to advise 
the President on issues, programs and 
needed legislation for youth A com 
Million based plan will be designed to 
insure thai all youth are given the 
chance In speak out on their needs, as 
well   .is   to  determine   Ihe   important 
programs which must be implemented 
In addition lo this goal, the campaign 
will IK- involved in working with of- 
ficials on the needs and future 
programs for youth across ihe country 
The coming political year will also 
receive much focus in the campaign, as 
students will become involved in the 
political process 
The campaign claims that it is not 
trying lo add lo ihe already confused 
bureaucracy, rather we are working 
with existing structures and making the 
procedure of finally serving youth more 
productive Support has come from 
many organizations, large and small, 
around ihe country, including Ihe 
\ olunteers of America Many other 
groups are reviewing the campaign, 
such as Ihe I rhan league and Ihe 
I nited States Student Association, 
among others 
f 
ALBUMS»8-TR«CASSETTES 
Behind Jerry's 
OH the By Pan 
'I 
•Empire Cartridges *Disc Washer •Sound 
Gaurd "Cut-Outs -Used LPs 
OFF 
EXPIRES 10-22-79 
FLEETWOOD MAC'S j 
"TUSK"      \ 
or THE EAGLES     ! 
"THE LONG RUN"\ 
Bring this ad for discount 
Hundreds expected 
to attend U.N. Day 
Hv SHAWN SMITH 
Staff Writer 
A turnout of 300 to 400 people are 
expected lo attend the second annual 
I'nited Nations Day Conference to be 
held Wednesday. Oct 24. in the Keen 
Johnson Huilding according to I)r Tae- 
Hwan Kwak. conference coordinator 
Kwak. professor of political science 
said. "The specific objectives of the 
conference are four-fold: first, to 
promote a better understanding of 
global issues we face today: second, to 
stimulate our students' interest in 
world affairs: third, to stimulate the 
international dimension of education on 
the I diversity campus: and fourth, to 
celebrate the 34th I'nited Nations 
Day " 
This year's conference, which is 
scheduled to begin at 7 p.m.. will be 
divided into two sessions 
Sessions one will consist of group 
discussions on current issues in world 
affairs by those attending the con- 
ference Topics to be discussed include: 
Peace and Security in the Middle Kast: 
SALT II. Arms Control and Disar- 
mament. Clobal Economic Issues: 
Knergy. Fond. Trade, and Technology; 
Clobal Social Issues: Human Mights. 
Apartheid. Population, and Child 
Welfare, and The Ihird World: Nation 
Huilding and Politico-F.conomic 
I levelopmenl. 
"Student participants can choose any 
one of five group dicussion panels 
according to their interest and 
preference." said Kwak "The unique 
feature   of   this   conference    is   that 
students will lead Ihe discussion and 
chair Ihe meeting and Ihe faculty will 
serve as resource consultants." 
Kadi of the groups will be chaired by 
Iwo student discussion leaders and 
aided by a number of expert faculty 
consultants from the campus. 
I'niversily of Kentucky. Morehead 
Stale I'niversily. Herea College, 
(ieorgelown College and University of 
Cincinnati 
Among Ihe consultants will be Polish 
geographer. Dr. Stanislav Otov, 
currently a visiting professor al Ihe 
I'niversily of Kentucky 
The second session of the conference 
will feature a keynote address given by 
l)r Maurice Kast. professor of political 
science His talk will be entitled The 
I'nited Nations al 34 " 
Following a short question and an- 
swer period, a reception will be held 
where guests will be served refresh 
ments. including a large birthday cake 
lo celebrale the 34th anniversary of the 
I  nited  Nations' founding 
The I97S I' N Day Conference is 
sponsored by Ihe OKI NA Club 
i Council on International Helm ions and 
I'nited Nations Affairsi: Ihe In 
ternalinnal Student Association: the 
departments of political science, social 
science, anthropology, sociology and 
social work: the Office of International 
Education, and the Committee on 
International Education: in 
cooperation with the Kluegrass Chapter 
of the I'nited Nations Association of the 
I   S 
The conference is open lo Ihe public 
and is free of charge 
The week ahead 
H> IN INN A HI Mil 
Organisations Editor 
Today,  Thursday. Oct.  IN 
Detective Harris's book on the 12th 
precinct is finally going lo be published 
and the squad is upset tonight at 9 p m 
on Haniey Miller IAIM'I For those in 
Ihe mood for a little suspense. "Coma" 
will be showing in Pearl Ruchanan 
Theatre al 7 and Spin tonight and 
tomorrow 
Friday, (let. IS 
Kicking off campus Homecoming 
activities is the disco light show. "A 
Night at Monte Carlo. ' The 
Homecoming dance will be held in Keen 
Johnson I -. 1111...»r 11 from (♦ p.m to I a m 
Saturday, tkl. 20 
The l»7» Homecoming quern will he 
crowned on Hanger Field at pre-game 
activities at i 30 The University will 
face Western at 2 p.m. Sylvester 
Stallone will exhibit the talent thai 
made him famous in "Rocky." which 
will be shown at 6. Rand 10pm in Pearl 
I'uchanan Theatre 
Sunday. Oct. 21 
The I nited Methodist Campus Center 
w ill be holding a Celebration Service at 
>.i :») a m   al Ihe center 
Monday, tkl. 22 
Warren Really won critical acclaim 
lor his portrayal of an angel who 
returns to earth because he died loo 
soon Men en Can Wail" will lie 
showing in Pearl Huchanan Theatre at 
<). X and 10 |i in 
Tuesday. I hi. 23 
The I'niversily .larr Ensemble, 
directed by trombonist Joe Hambrick. 
will present its fall concert in Rrock 
Auditorium at H 30 p m Admission is 
free and all lovers ol "Rig Rand Jazz" 
are sure lo enjoy it 
Wednesday. Ctrl. 2» 
The I'.V Day < onierenrr will be 
held tonight from 7 to 10 p m in Ihe 
Keen Johnson Rallroom In addition to 
discussions and lectures, participants 
will celebrale Ihe 341 h anniversary of 
the IN   with a birthdav cake 
Reg. '9.00 $000 
^Discount 
To Students With 
Valid ID 
Haircuts Only 
Men & Women's 
Styles 
> kouse 
8 5p.m. 
6236191 
Evenings By Appt. 
Collage PK. Shopping Ctr. 
The Contact Lens Center 
205 Geri Lane, Richmond. Ky. 
ECONOMY PLAN 
Soft Contact Lenses $ 
Single Vision Spheres 
(Includes Cars Kit) 179 95 plus services 
Hard Contact Lenses 
oo 
Semi-Flexible 
(Spheres. Single Vision) 
98 
(Single Vision Spheres) , 
el us services 120 00 plus services 
BRANDS 
We tar* several brands of the leading manfacturers' of soft contact lenses 
including Bausch and Lomb Soflenses.   Other contact lenses available are: 
GaS  Permeable Bifocals XChrOm   (to correct some forms of color blindness-while worn) 
Lens replacement certificates aro available. 
OPEN MONDAY-FRIDAY 9-5 SATURDAY 8-1    (Please Ceil For Appointment) 
623-6643 and 6234267 
Vita and Americard Accepted 
This man is a paid 
plasma donor. 
He represents one-third of all 
blood donors in America. 
i 
!( 
I 
li- 
I 
Lr 
COUPON  SAVINGS 
This Coupon Is Worth 
An Additional 
$2.00 
Beside The Regular 
Fee 
■lo IHWrce», Corp. 
I 
! 
i 
- i 
We owe him a debt of gratitude. 
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Sports 
Isaac subs at quarterback 
Smaller, swifter Colonels 
blitz Fullerton 33-7 
K> JKKKSMII.KV 
Sport* Kdilor 
.Ine Richard. Ihe Colonels' noseguard 
and   defensive   captain,   probably 
summed il up besl 
"They put on their pants the same 
way we do." said the smiling Lexington 
native after the Colonels crushed the 
visiting California Stale Fullerton 
Titans SS-7 Saturday afternoon at 
Hanger Stadium 
Hefore the game, the CSF players 
were heard making some remarks to 
right through the Colonel defense. After 
recovering a fumble on the opening 
kicknff. the Titans marched 36 yards on 
six plays to the Colonel 8-yard line. 
At that point, the Colonel defense 
stiffened. Three plays produced only 
one yard and the Titans chose to try a 
field goal, but the 24-yard attempt 
stayed to the right 
On Kastem's first offensive play, it 
became obvious that the Titans were 
much slower than the Colonels. Chris 
Isaac,  sweeping  right on  the option. 
'They put on their pants 
the same way we do.' 
the effect thai Ihc Colonels had a small. 
inferior team 
•We're going to get that, being a 
Division IAA school." said Richard, 
noting that the Colonels were guilty of 
the same thing in 1977 before the loss to 
Wittenberg, a Division III team 
After the game, however, the Titans 
probably realized the true meaning of 
lhe phrase. "The bigger they are. the 
harder they fall 
The Colonels, who collected 372 total 
yards, scored in every quarter for the 
lourth straight game to take their fifth 
win of the season against one loss The 
Titans dropped to 1-4 
Il lirsl appeared that the larger, 
stronger  California club would carve 
scooted Tor 24 yards through the 
secondary and started the first scoring 
drive. 
Alvin Miller single-handedly ac- 
counted for the final 34 yards, including 
the last six on a sweep around right end 
for the game's first score David 
Klores' extra point made the score 7- 
o In the second quarter, the Colonels 
again used their speed to set up the 
score Isaac eluded the CSF pass rush 
and found Cris Curtis 52 yards down- 
field Dale Pat ton. who missed the 
entire game the week before, picked up 
Ihe final 20 yards on three straight 
rushes and made the score 13-0 The 
extra point attempt failed due to a bad 
snap 
Intramural adds 
co-ed sports 
'Die Iniramural IH'parlmenl has 
;id(liil a new program tins year in an 
etlort lo t-el more students involved in 
iiilianiiir.'il programs 
\ wi-ek long festival of coed sports 
activities lias been slated to start 
Monday mid run through Saturday 
to recreational  sports week  will 
stress       involvement    rather   than 
<om petit ion    All teams must consist of 
an equal number of male and female 
participant*   several different  ac- 
idities have been scheduled including 
doubles    tennis,    racquelhall.    frisbeej 
looihall.       tug o war.       volleyball, 
uaicrpolo   indoor soccer, table tennis, 
badminton and a "superstars obstacle 
course" to wrap up Ihe week's events 
A broad range ol activities will be 
offered in order to appeal to students 
Registration programs will be held in 
as many dormitories as possible 
Students who are unable to attend these 
meetings may pick up entry forms at 
ihe Intramural office located in room 
202 of Ihe Kcgley Huilding 
Schedule of events 
Monday-Krisbee     football     and 
racquet ball. 
Tuesday   Howling and volleyball: 
•Wedneiday-Tennis    and     indoor 
socoer  
Thursday-Table  tennis  and   water- 
|Mllo. 
Friday-Hadminlon   and   lug-o-war: 
Saturday-Superstar playoffs 
Yet another speed-related play 
produced the first score of the third 
quarter. Isaac scrambled 16 yards into 
CSF territory and Miller added nine 
more, before Jerry Parrish, the fastest 
of all the Colonels, went to work. 
Isaac floated a pass in Parrish's 
direction. When the ball left Isaac's 
hand. Parrish was still a step in front of 
the defender, but as the ball came 
down. Parrish was a full step behind his 
man. The agile wide receiver leaped for 
the ball and brought it down in the far 
corner of the end zone for another 
touchdown Flores' kick was true and 
the Colonels led 20-0 
A key penalty, power running and a 
lucky play accounted for the fourth 
touchdown. After apparently holding 
the Colonels on downs, the CSF defense 
roughed punter Joel Scrafton. a play 
which sustained the drive. Patton and 
Miller churned out yardage down to the 
CSF I yard line, where the Colonels 
were called for delay of game. 
The lucky play came next as Isaac 
scrambled, looked for receivers and 
threw what appeared to be a certain 
interception The Titan defender, 
however, let the ball slip out of his 
hands and into the hands of Curtis, 
whose second reception of the day 
produced the Colonels' fourth touch- 
down 
Just over a minute later. George 
Floyd received a Fullerton punt and 
dashed 54 yards in. around and through 
Ihe CSF defense for the Colonels' final 
score of the day 
The shutout was averted only three 
minutes before the final gun when Ray 
Hut ler dove in from a yard out to create 
the final margin. 
"Our defense played so well; I hated 
in give them the score." said head 
coach Hoy Kidd "It's a challenge to 
play a team from that part of the 
country " 
Kidd observed that some of the 
success of the offense was due to the 
contrast of styles between the two 
learns. 
"We felt like we could run the option, 
because the defense is geared to the 
pass." he noted 
fty virtue of the win. the Colonels 
climbed to third place in the National 
Division l-AA poll behind Florida A & M 
and future opponent Jackson State 
The Colonels will spend the week 
preparing for the annual showdown 
with Western Kentucky, a 49-7 winner 
over Tennessee Tech Saturday 
BIG HILL 
AVE. 
>Jm«ric<rt 
6242018 
; . 
. i 
• l 
• i 
: i 
SMALL ft LARGE 
ANIMAL 
MEDICINE 
Nancy K. Rnlay D.V.M. 
623-4732 
Third Strset On Right 
Off Barnes Mil Rd. 
302 Longview Drive 
HAPPY MEADOW 
GLADES ROAD OF U.S. 25 NORTH 
Is Your Complete Center For 
• QUALITY NATURAL VITAMINS 
^A FULL LINE OF NUTRITIONAL 
SUPPLEMENTS 
^KNOWLEDGEABLE FRIENDLY 
SERVICE 
^LOW REASONABLE PRICES 
BEREA 986-3456 
OPEN 9A.M. to 6P.M. M0N.-SAT. 
NAPPY MEADOW 
NATURAL. FOODS MARKET 
YOU'RE GONNA LOVE 
THIS OFFER! BUY ONE 
L 
Fast/Free Delivery 
*»/»*    AMI A Free Cokes with 
624" 2424  dthvery    ^stask' 
Archies Upper Crust 
263 East Main Street 
Richmond. Kentucky 
Colonel flanker Jerry Parrish latches on lo a Chris 
touchdown pass in the third quarter of Saturday's Harm 
Tht Chili Bur-ito'i our navntt nm . . two 
Teco Ticc f«vorit»i combined Our famous 
burritu tmotharad in our own *«stv chili. 
Yo .i gonna lovt itt 
GET 
ONE 
FREE! 
(With Coupon) 
BUY ONE CHILI BURRITO 
AT  REGULAR PRICE AND GET 
ANOTHER ONE  FREE  
.     ^    ^   ^ (with coupon. 
OFFER EXPIRES 
Oct. 24, 1979 
Good In Richmond & Berei 
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PEP RALLY * 
i' 
:U 
Friday. October 19th 
12:00 Noon 
at the 
Powell Building Plaza 
Featuring The EKU Pep Band 
Support The Colonels 
EVERYONE INVETED 
-* -' »• J 
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Bell ringer ijuarterback Terry  Hamlick »f <al State Kullerton bends 
under Ihe uciuhi of Colonel defensive end Richard Bell at 
Hanger Kield on Saturday  Hell and his defensive males held 
I he Titans scoreless until late in the fourth quarter 
Ragland's career dotted with changes 
lt\ STKVJ  I I KM III It 
Staff Writer 
i "'.ill  is  .i  Kame sprinkled With 
L'lonous moments   The brilliant, spin 
~i'« i-niI  ii<i'iNiii|p   i he uravitv delving 
• uc us cateli  TTii- name winning touch 
ifnuii   ini! ihe uanie-sawing tackle 
''"'  -i"'' l-'it yes   i ars and minds 
.attune in the action mi, the 
|il.i\uiu n'eid .mil anticipate other such 
ii ollienls ip| cl<>t> 
liui- »e hardly consider Ihe players 
• in the sideline   the bench     who lhe> 
.ire or vvliv ihey 're there 
lloeseldomly used f'olonel who tits in 
ins ciiieiinry is I'rent is Kagland. .i 
liflhyeai scnioi from Cincinnati, nil 
\K career here hasn't IM-CII that 
|iriis|M'rnus -viiid KaKland "I started 
every uauie I played in hiith KCOOOJ I 
li.iv HI i started one here 
K.iUlnnil attended Courier  Tech and 
Viki-ii llmh Schools   the former closed 
ilimi    iii.-i  i<iri   lH>fore itraduatinii in 
IHT'I When he was given on immediate 
r >lup oilers   lie derided 'o earn 
nni'   as   ,i    walk "ii   at    Kastern   alter 
talking with tin- coaching staff 
Kedshlrted ins Iirsl year. Kagland 
came liack 'he next year to earn a 
scholarship \nd a letter at Ihe 
defensive end position 
I  uuess   |  played around   IK to. 19 
;ilays each game,    said Kagland. ad- 
ding  thai   in-,   ix-si   performance  IK- 
■ uired   in   ihe   \c\\   quarter-final 
eonlesl HRamsl North Dakota stale 
Inning ihe IH77 season, however. 
Kagland saw Ins playing time dwindle 
"We felt like we had better people at 
defensive end sjnd head coach Roy 
Kidd \nd that's not a knock lo 
I'renlis snfhleticability vw think he's 
-i heck of an athlete " 
The following summer. Kagland said 
tie tortured Inmsell to get into shape. 
only 'n tind himself,sidelined with a 
hack injury alter the first garni' of the 
1M7H -eason 
Mi- also found himself playing center, 
having (hanged  positions Ihe previous 
spring m .in effort in help tall a void left 
TAYLOR'S 
SPORTING GOODS 
• All Riddell Shoes Reduced* 
FOR CLEARENCE 
Ms Riddell 
■ e».  I<).<)<) $14.95 
Casual Training Shoes 
re*.. 26.50 $19.95 
t)2:*«»" I T College Park Shopping Center 
PHI DELTA THETA & 
PIEH 99 PRESENT. 
"The Biggest Night of The Year!" 
WHIP 
WESTERN 
NIGHT 
\AT PIER 99 
— Tonight Oct. 18th 
— 8 p.m. till closing 
— Free Admission with 
Whip Western T-shirt 
I Homecoming 
79 
by graduation The injury, plus the new 
position, plus the situation lplaying 
behind all conference-lobe David 
Neah was depressing, said Kagland 
"I just wasn't a center.'" he said "I 
tried but my heart just wasn't in it It's 
hard to do good at something if your 
heart's not in it  And then my back 
idd   said   ihe   decision    to   move 
Kagland    to   center    was    based    on 
Kagland s potential as a good blocker 
"When   he   nurt   his   back,   he   fell 
behind.'' said Kidd 
Consequently. Kagland finished out 
the year as a back up center playing 
sparingly / 
This season. Kagland was moved lo 
yet another position, tight end And like 
the others, this position is/ filled with 
competition in the forms of^'arl tlreene 
and t'ris Curtis 
Still    Kagland has showed promise 
i ine olfensive   lineman   was   recently- 
heard saying.    "If I'renhs had played 
tight end all along, he'd be Ihe Igst we 
got 
According to Kidd. the coaching staff 
probably should have made Ihe move 
earlier in Kagland's career "If we'd 
have put him there from Ihe beginning, 
he'd lie in a better position to con- 
tribute." Kidd added 
His own new role, smiled Kagland. 
"is heller than playing center " 
With all Ihe position-changes, and 
last and present shortages of playing 
lime, is Kagland bitter-' 
No. not really."' he said, pausing "I 
still have confidence in myself I guess 
I'm a victim of circumstances about as 
much as anything else." He paused 
again 
A Kidd insert "Kverybody can't be a 
star to have a successful program You 
gotta have |>coplc like Kagland - lo 
contribute however they can. maybe at 
different position! - to have a winning 
program " 
"I jusl don't expect so much 
anymore.' said Kagland. ending the 
pause 
Students! BIG BOY 
"i 
'We deliver six nights a week. 
5 p.m. - 11 p.m. 
Phone 623-4100 
Reg. hours 
Mon. - Thurs. 6:30 a.m. - 12:00 mid. 
Fri. b Sat. 6:30 a.m. - 1:00 a.m. 
Sunday 7:30 a.m. - 12:00 mid. 
a 
The 
Rivalry 
Dave Tierney and Kavin 
McGrath have quite a bit in 
common. 
Both were athletes in the Ohio 
Valley Conference last year. Both 
are from Louisville. Both are walk- 
ons Both contributed to the suc- 
cess of his team. 
And both are responsible for 
some of the bad blood which exists 
between Eastern and Western. 
McGrath. a place-kicker for the 
WKU Hilltoppers. is officially 
listed as having attempted only one 
field goal last year. Football fans 
remember, however, that McGrath 
was roughed on his first attempt 
and connected on Ihe second lo 
heal the Colonels 17-16 last year in 
Bowling Grant 
By doing thi McGrath did 
nothing I" improve his relationship 
with any Colonel fan. 
Tierney. a combination guard 
forward for Ihe Colonel basketball 
learn, attempted many a free 
throw last year, bul is remembered 
best for two These two were Ihe 
ones which swished through Ihe 
hoop and turned a one-point deficit 
into a one-point Colonel win in the 
1979 OVC Tournament. The 
Toppers claimed that the loul for 
which Tierney was shooting was 
committed exactly three and one- 
half seconds after the clock ran 
out. 
Tierney is not very well-liked In 
Bowling Green either. 
The trouble with this relationship 
is lhal neither side is very anxious 
lo rectify Ihe situation. 
Put simply: Kastern hates 
Western and Western hales 
Kastern. 
It seems like it almost has lo be 
this way. Jimmy Feix. currently 
the head coach at Western, was the 
quarterback for the 1952 'Topper 
learn which drubbed the Colonels 
■IH-6 Koy Kidd. now head mentor 
for Ihe Colonels, led his learn the 
next year to a victory. 
Since Ihen. the two schools have 
traded punches more or less 
evenly, with the 'Toppers holding 
an edge over the lasl ten vears or 
t^HHRStf- 
so A year doesn't go by that the 
Kastern - Western game doesn't 
attract the most attention across 
the state, and (his year is no ex- 
ception. 
Western has done somewhat of 
an about face since its first two 
games of the season. After giving 
up 99 points in those two games, 
the defense has come on to show a 
little strength, most notably in last 
week's 49-7 drubbing of Tennessee 
Tech 
John Hall threw three touchdown 
passes - I wo lo Kddie I'reston. in 
the win of Tech - while fullback 
Elmer Caldwell rushed lor two 
TD's of his own. Meanwhile. Ihe 
defense limited the Golden Kagles 
to 125 lotal yards. 
The Colonels climbed to Ihird 
this week in the Division l-AA poll 
with an impressive win versus Cal- 
Slale Kullerton. :n-7. Chris Isaac 
filled in as quarterback Tor the 
injured Bill Hughes aiufguided his 
learn lo its Ihird straight  victory 
Kastern is lavored this weekend 
only by virtue of its higher rating in 
Ihe polls When Ihis contest rolls 
around every year, both teams 
scratch, claw and use every 
available means to produce vic- 
tory 
So don't IM- surprised if you see 
another Louisville walk-on dribble 
onto the football field Ihis weekend 
looking lor a place lo shoot free 
throws. 
• 
While the Eastern-Western 
match-up is attracting the bulk of 
the attention in the OVC, the 
Grambling-Jackson State contest is 
drawing the national attention 
among the Division l-AA teams 
The two Southwest Athletic 
Conference teams will battle on 
regional television in the south. 
ABC will cover the game, to be held 
in Jackson. Miss. 
This announcement hurls the 
Colonels' chances of appearing on 
national television this year. It is 
unlikely that Jackson State would be 
chosen to appear twice in one 
season. 
Remember That Special Someone On 
Sweetest Day 
Sat.. Oct. 20th 
* Let Us Furnish Your Homecoming • 
Mums, Corsages, etc. 
6233410 
Westover Ave. 
Off W. Main 
RICHMOND 
GREENHOUSE 
b Flower Shop 
Buy One/Gel One 
PRCC 
Coupon Offer: 
BUY ONE >. 
Sancho 
GET ONE FREE 
AMMliflt (With Coupon) 
IIOSTAOA — A cnep tried corn tortilla tovnid with reined btim garnished 
•nth Cheddar cheeet. crlip Muct. tomato alkc and loppad with your choice 
ol sauce. * 
tm 
Good In Richmond & Berea 
\Offar Expire.:  01*24,1979 
< 
J 
BUY ONE 
Buffilo 
GET ONE FREE 
(With Coupon) 
^ 
BUfHUTO — A toft floor tortilla covered with a lever ol reined beam, taco      I 
meat and garnished with cheddar cheeee. Topped with your choice ol aauce. 
healed end served , 
k Good In Richmond & Barei Offer Expirai    Oct. 24,1979 J 
mmwmwm wm 
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Volleyball 
team falls 
at UK 
By IIKMSK I.AKSON 
Mail Writer 
The women's volleyball team lost to 
IK Tuesday night 15-9. 15-5. and 15-13. 
"t'K was hitting over us." said coach 
<;eri I'olvino "They're a big and 
powerful team. 
"Our passing broke down a little bit 
that night and we showed signs of 
laligue." stated I'olvino 
"The women showed a lot of desire 
and good spirit and I think that will pay- 
off for them," he said 
"Laurie Kriggs showed good 
leadership qualities on the court." she 
noted 
The I K match came after a weekend 
in Michigan where the ladies competed 
in an invitational 
The women won two. lost two. and 
split one before getting out of the pool 
and moving to single elimination 
"There were a lot of high outstanding 
l>erformances throughout the tour- 
nament." said I'olvino "Sharon 
Walker blocked for 88 percent. Nancy 
Stoeckle was hitting for 89 percent and 
I trends Magee was hitting for 92 per- 
cent. We just couldn't generate an 
attack " 
The women will travel this weekend 
lo Wright State 
Defensive backs 
Byrd and Floyd 
not mirror images 
Racketeer Sophomore I >eanna Addis of the women's tennis team polishes her game during a recent practice session Addis is a native of Springfield. Ohio 
Track coach moves to coaching graduates 
i»- 
The position is head coach of a 
medium size university's track team A 
l«'iMm in such a role must, by nature, 
like working with college students and 
IH- concerned with their improvement 
He's compelled In spend large amounts 
of time, not only planning the direction 
of his team, hut that of his players and 
must receive a gi»>d team effort ■• not 
■ally from his players • but from his 
associates in order to be successful 
\nd he must always be on the lookout 
lor new possibilities for the individuals 
oil his team 
I ntil a few weeks ago. there was a 
person at the I'niversity who fit this 
ik-scriplioii lor the past seven years 
i'ul. in Ins new position, with his 
new leant, not many things have ac- 
tually changed, except that his players 
are no longer a handful of people There 
are no more than 13.000 of them 
Mis name is Art Harvey and he is the 
recently rhiwen assistant director of 
the Iniversily's Career Development 
and Placemen! division, a group of six 
lull lime staff workers and additional 
student assistants who are available lo 
students and alumni seeking jobs 
Me. along with the staff of Career 
Development and Placement assist 
student* and alumini in development 
and retention of credentials, credential 
referrals, campus interviews and 
personal |oh referrals The center also 
supplies employment information to 
I he students In addition to providing 
individual carter and employment 
assistance 
He   helps  operate  both   the  Career 
Informal inn Kesnurce Center and I he 
Alumni Placemen! Service The service 
is free and they not only act as a 
disseminator for full time job openings, 
hut also offer on-eampus and summer 
jobs I hiring 1977-78. the most recent 
year documented by the division, fi.000 
jobs were made available through the 
service Seven hundred students and 
alumni applied lor positions Harvey 
said he hopes H.otMT or so jobs will be 
made available this year 
of course. Harvey said, he misses 
w.irking with the track team, but looks 
back with satisfaction to the 13 years he 
lias coached the sport One advantage 
nf his new position that he has already 
discovered is that he now can spend 
more time with his family, especially 
(luring weekends 
However, since changing jobs he has 
not totally abandoned track "I've been 
in the sport since 1957 I when he started 
running' and I can't just drop it " 
Although lie does not plan to "look over 
Ihe new coaches shoulder" he will be 
there if Ihe new coach. Kick Krdmann. 
needs informallon from him 
Harvey added that he will continue in 
Ins position on the executive Committee 
of Ihe Kentucky Track and Cross 
Country Association Harvey has twice 
been president of the group 
Looking back at his coaching career, 
he said. "The thing that I'll remember 
most will be seeing people make 
tremendous progress where it really 
meant a lot lo them in giving them self- 
confidence and in gaining opportunities 
ihev thought weren't available 
By BRIAN III. UK 
Keature* Kdllor 
Rodney Hyrd's dormitory room at 
O'Donnell Hall has lots of mirrors. 
They hang on one wall next to the bunk 
beds, side-by-side, edge-to-edge, nearly 
floor -to-ceiling 
When he wakes up in the morning and 
catches   a   glimpse   of   himself,   he's 
hound to see one characteristic more 
than any other under close inspection 
greed, pure and simple. 
Byrd is a free safety for the Colonels, 
understand Greed is a motivating 
factor because he lives as if he never 
heard anything which commanded. 
"Thou shalt not covet they neighbor's 
goods " 
At least when the topic turns to pass 
interceptions 
Mainly because he doesn't consider 
the opposing quarterback to be a neigh- 
bor 
George Kloyd. ll" Colonel roverback. 
has an attitude ai.il background quite 
similar lo Byrd's Floyd comes from 
Hernando High School in Brooksville. 
Kla So does Byrd Floyd is a 5-foot 11. 
19-year-old sophomore. So is Byrd 
When il comes to music. Floyd likes the 
.lacksons   So does Byrd 
When it comes to passes. Floyd just 
might battle his grandmother for an 
interception. So might Byrd. 
But the similarities between the two 
come to a screeching halt right there 
They are not mirror images 
Floyd doesn't even particularly care 
lor mirrors, much less images 
But if publicity could help him 
establish an on-the-field image, he 
wouldn't mind at all 
'"You know. I figured after the Austin 
I'eay game that I would at least see my 
name in the paper a few times," he 
said, "but nobody has talked to me" 
For all who haven't heard. Floyd had 
three interceptions against Austin 
I'eay. leaving his season totals at four 
lor KB yards, ranking him fifth in Ihe 
nation in Division l-AA. 
Floyd believes there's more to those 
ligures than meets the eye "Kealh 
my leammates are in more of a position 
lo get interceptions than I am As 
roverback. my main job is lo help 
everybody else out," he said 
Byrd smiled at all this, leaning easily 
against Ihe bunk beds II could well 
have been a smile of anticipation, since 
last week's contest with Cal State 
Fuller!on was his first in a starting role 
"I think I'll like it better as a starter 
but its not for me to say who starts." 
said Byrd 
Floyd probably understands more 
Byrd's situation than anyone He didn'i 
break into the starting lineup until mid 
season of last year I' was the 
Homecoming game vs   Murray 
He hasn't forgotten because he made 
12 tackles and had four assists which is 
as good a reminder as anything 
Byrd remembers as well "Well you 
know, it was my chance to show people 
what I could do And all the alumni 
were there and everything." he said 
Of course, the fact that he got hislirsl 
interception that day didn't hurl 
matters, either 
And maybe that's where Ihe greed 
started Maybe that's when Ihe pair 
first began making statements about 
dissatisfaction with their number ol 
interceptions < Byrd has three 
lollowing it with. "We want more And 
more   And more 
They   want   to   break   the  team   in 
lerceplion record of 21. set in I97H   In 
ihe process, they   want   to break  the 
individual record of 9 
Is that a realistic goal'' 
"I certainly think it's realistic   ' said 
Hoy Kidd. Colonel head coach realizing 
lhal Western Kentucky boasts a pass 
oriented offense* "I'm not sure atmul 
some of the other schools we have lo 
play, but yes. it's realistic " 
Maybe Ihey can do it    Maybe they 
can't     Maybe    the   confidence    Kidd 
shows Ihe two explains their success 
And    maybe    the    mirrors    have 
something lo do with it 
VlhWIU'!  Mn'A   /IMIHI ^ nit ItiiVJl. .'■. l .M'!1   'I . —""       '      o. • ■■■ ...».,;- VivW Eastern Progress Football Contest 
263 E. MAIN ST. 
624-2424 
We Deliver Fast & Free 
I  I Kentucky at LSU I   I 
i 
Family 
Water Street 
Under The Dog 
I  I Middle Tannaua •! UT Chattanooga (  I 
Dog 
Restaurant 
10a.m. 8p.m   MTWT8.S 
10a.m.-8p.m. FRIDAVS 
COLONEL CLUB MEMBER 
NOW FEATURING 
The Besl For The Young Woman 
Lower Level 
University Shopping Center 
I  I Lwinojton Stata at Auitin Paay (  I  
BEGLEY 
V 
DRUG     STORES 
Richmond Plaia Shopping Contor  823-5811 
University Shopping Contor   623-7325 
|  ) No. Carolina But* at No. Carolina I  I 
1st Place 
»25 
Gilt Certificate 
"
ombritts 
2nd Place 
'10 Gift Certificates 
from Winneckes& 
Doug's Mens Wear No. 2 
3rd Place       -*    * 
'10 Dollars 
Last Weeks Winners 
1st. Kay e Spaldmf 
2nd. Chris Elsberry 
3rd. Bruce Morris 
CONTEST RULES 
1. To enter the contest. contestants may eit her use this ad or an identical contest 
page obtained at no charge, at the Eastern Progress office 4th floor Jones 
Huilding 
2. Kntries must be postmarked no later than 5:00 p.m. each Friday or delivered 
lo the I'rogress office 4th floor Jones Building Ail entries mailed must be 
mailed to Kastern Progress 4th Floor Jones Building. Eastern Kentucky 
I'niversity. Richmond. Ky. 40475. 
3. Winners will be notified by telephone. Winners names will be published each 
wee* 
4. Name, address and telephone number must be on each entry Mail entire ad. 
5 The decision of the judges each week will be final 
8. Pick the winner and estimate store of the tiebreaker game It could mean 
your winning or losing   Qnj £n\Ty  per  Person 
TIEBREAKER 
EASTERN 
Charley's Car Wash 
Student Special 
Car Wash $-■ 50 
Big Hill Ave. 
1 
We Have STANDARD GAS & 
Accept molt Ma|or Credit Cardi 
With Thit Coupon 
I  I Gumblmg at Jackion Slata I  I 
613 
Big 
Hill 
Ava. 
Ill  III **|   l , vi > S 
VrfmericaS favorite drive-in 
( I Taxai at Arixanua I  I 
brirts Your One Stop 
UNIVERSITY SHOPPING CENTER 
Open Monday - Saturday 10 til 9 Sunday 1:30 5:30 
(  I USC at Noir. Dim I  I 
L 
Lower Level of the University Shopping Center... 
For The Most Fashionable Clothing Around 
COLONEL CLUB MEMBER 
i < I SWoua a. MBcMfM t*ata(l  
Wins by 
Loses by 
—— 
a n 
Points Against 
Western, Ky. 
Name 
^    SUB CENTER 
Serving outrageous sandwiches 
Watt Main & 3rd 
Free Delivery —I'H 624-2435 
I  I ftSorahaad at Tannaaaaa Tach I  I 
Address. 
Phone. 
Pick • winner in each ad and choose the tiebreaker. 
Bob Roberts 
General Afen! 
623-7684 
(   I Murray at Indian. Cantial I 
2)UegeMaster 
Fidelity Union Life 
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Runners 
win own 
invitational 
tourney 
B> IOIIV KOHIJCTT 
staff Writer 
The men's crosscountry team, led by 
the strnnK second-place finish of junior 
Kill Morgan. «on Iheir own Kaslern 
Kentucky I niversily Invitational last 
Saturday 
The Colonels "A" team ran to a 
convincing 12 point victory over their 
nearest competitor. Morenead state's 
\   leant 
Taking advantage of the home course 
\rlinulon lioll Course i. the Colonels 
placed six runners in the lop IS Head 
coach  Kick  Krdmann  commented, 
I In- difference was the fad thai our 
runners were grouped so close together 
near the front We ran today like vie did 
,ii  Murray  two weeks ago 
The veteran Morgan, consistently the 
< nlunels' top runner on the year led the 
live mile race lor almost the entire 
(listmice hctnrc N'ing nipped at the wire 
l>\ Morehead's Dave Bowman 
l.cwman •- lime of 2:\ A\ was one second 
ahead nl Morgan s if 42 
Led l>\ Kowman's finish. Morenead 
i raised lo an easy second with M> 
points They were followed n\ Cin- 
cinnati 'Hi Morenead "B"' 1051. 
Kasleni       H III       Centre      1411. 
Transylvania '225'. and Hellarmme 
i ollege 
Krdmann s squad will have the next 
net'k l«i gel ready lor the Ohio Valley 
i nnteroiHc   Championships     On   this 
Krdmann slated '."We now hope to 
continue our improvement and he 
prepared lor the conference meet 
The race i- scheduled for Oct L'7 at 
IVnticsscc Tech I niversily 
Hockey team 
raises mark 
i ■ .\<inien's hciil hockey leam 
ip|*il its season record lo •■ I i r>\ 
! i .i ng Virginia Tech Saturday 
o."i-iniig .' o lying Indiana I niversily ft 
>i   s,i!m<day    aflcrnoon   and   tying 
[■r>.'\    itl    Louisville   mi  Tuesday 
h 'lie \ I'I game..right wing Jackie 
- ver« inn I- K I ahead i ii fin a goal 
■   ihe hrsl hall 'it play 
I .iler     m     'he     game       \' |* I    s 
: lulkcepci   had a penalty whistled on 
da pciialtv stroke was award<-d 
■ii   Kastern    Kreshman   Carole   Ann 
I kl"iil continued Income through for 
I-listen! mi the penalty strokes by 
putting 'ins one hj the goalie lor the 
:u ,il  .' II II .irgin 
Ii.   Colonels  play   host   to  Depauu 
I :   iei -ii. Kriday ai 4 no p m  on HI»HI 
I- eld     Hid    'hen    meet     Karlham    on 
riltiy   at   12 HI pin     also on  Hood 
I ..|,|-■» • 
Tennesseean brings good credentials 
Ray Struder finds success 
as tough disciplinarian 
Kill Morgan a junior from Uochester Mich leaps over a puddle of mud during 
the l"KI Invitational Cross Country competition at Arlington on Saturday 
Morgan and the Colonels limshed lirst 
Itv I It \NK III Nil 
Staff Writer 
What   do golf pro  l.ou  (iraham   and 
I'nivenity golf coach Kay Struder have 
in common'' 
Well, for starters, they both like golf 
and are both from Tennessee One very 
important comparison is that they both 
think very highly of each other 
Kay Struder is a successful coach 
who has never had a losing leam in any 
sport he has coached 
He has coached football, basketball 
and baseball on the high school level 
He has also coached golf at several high 
schools and presently coaches the 
men's golf team 
"I have always wanted lo coach golf 
Kven when I was coaching other sports 
I fell in love with golf I came lo 
Kaslern lo prove myself and lo produce 
a winner I think my coaching 
background and previous record prove 
that." said Struder 
When Struder arrived here the team 
was playing a Division II schedule Hut 
now. in his third year, things have 
changed 
"We could have one of the top teams 
in the nation this year, we now play only 
major college learns This helps 
present I he leam with a challenge and 
also impresses the NCAA officials at 
tournament lime.'' said Struder 
Si ruder has elevated the team to new 
heights However, the flight for Struder 
to this I'niversily has been filled with 
many interesting detours 
He attended college and graduated 
I nun  Virginia Tech   Struder attended 
graduate school at the University of 
Tennessee where he was later a golf pro 
and director at Lakeland Resort in 
Knoxville. Tenn before coming to 
Kichmond. 
Struder has played in the PGA 
Tournaments in Tennessee and 
Klorida. In his last three years in 
Tennessee. Struder was ranked ninth. 
12th and 11th respectively in the Ten- 
nessee Cup Team standings. 
'I have very strict 
discipline drills 
for the teams 
I coached* 
"In Tennessee I met many golf 
professionals there I have talked to 
(iary Player and Jack Nicklaus They 
are Ixith outgoing and will answer your 
questions." said SI ruder 
"I have also played at Bay Hill 
Country Club in Orlando. Kla which 
belongs lo Arnold Palmer." Struder 
continued 
Probably listed as one of the special 
Inends of Struder is fellow golfer Ixni 
Oraham. one of the nation's leading 
golfers on the P (I A   tour 
To this date Oraham has won over 
si-tn IK«I and has won the American and 
Philadelphia Classics Graham is 
currently ranked 18th on the tour 
Scoreboard 
l  I't (IMI\(. KVKNTS 
fool hall 
II, i    jo      Western   Ky    al   KKI . 
Hanger I- Hid   2 p in 
(illii'i o\( (..lines 
'all Oil  .'••> 
Livingston  state at   Vustin  Peaj 
Middle     Tennessee     at     I'T- 
i liati.uiiMiga 
Morehead ai Tennessee Tech 
Murray at Indiana Central 
Noungviown al   Akron 
Women'*! ross-counlrv 
i K-i   2ti    Tennessee Invitational at 
Knowillr   Trim 
Women's Tennis 
oil     211        Middle    Tennessee   al 
I  Kl     to a in 
Women's Held Hockey 
i >, i   2tl     Karlham .it  KKI     Hood 
, I- Hid   12 noon 
I let   22    KKI   al  Herea   4 p m 
Women* \ollc\hall 
(let    l«i 21'    ^0\l    al  Wright  Stale 
hit itational 
I  \S1 WKKK SKKSI ITS 
Knot ball 
'.ill games (Id. i:t 
KKI    Kl i al Stale    Kullerton 7 
lllhei l>\(  (■.inns 
\kniii  24   Kaslern  Michigan  12 
\UStin I'eay 21, Jacksonville State 
I I 
Moreii.a.i ; I I Martin II 
Murray .'"   Middle Tenn   H 
Western K\   4'i Tennessee Tech ? 
Men'* ( rnss-rnunlr) 
INI    I I    KKI       \ ' 1st    KKI      It 
,ili .ii   I  hi    ln\ itational 
W Hindi's \ alley hall 
IK-I   l« I  K oxer KKI     In    IV"   I". :'» 
15  I I' 
W omen's I  o-lil Hockey 
INI   1.1 KKI   2, VPI n 
Oil   1.1 KKI   0. Indiana n Hiei 
Oct   i:i KKI   ii. I'mversity of Louisville 
II Hiei 
NATIONAL DIVISIOM-AA STAND!NliS 
Honda A & \l 
Jackson SI 
Kaslern Ky 
Massachusclles 
Hoston I' 
Northern Arizona 
7   Southern I' 
K   Kucknell 
in'    l-afavette 
Hi   Murray Si 
I He) (Gambling 
OHIO VAI.I.KYCONKKHKNCK FOOTBALL STATISTICS 
Murray Slate 
Kaslern Kentucky 
Western Kentucky 
Morehead Stale 
Tennessee Tech 
Vustin I'eay 
Middle Tennessee 
Vkroit 
STANDINGS 
COXKKItKXCKUrtMKS 
W     I.    T       PF   PA 
AH. UAMfiS 
W   L   T       PF   PA 
(I 0 
I) 0 
0     0 
3     tt 
3     (I 
H4 
87 
73 
42 
10 
in 
IK 
2U 
27 
31 
73 
81 
25     109 
5 I 1 
I 1 0 
3 2 0 
4 I 0 
f 5 0 
3 3 0 
0 5 0 
3 3 0 
164 72 
172 68 
156 147 
63 45 
55 139 
95 92 
65 160 
128 111 
"Lou is a great guy I have played 
with him and know him very well. He 
does not always get the lowest score but 
he doesn't gel the highest either 
Graham is a consistent player His 
talents show, though, on the rougher 
courses where his consistency pays 
off." said Struder 
Struder thinks highly of Graham and 
feels success has not spoiled him "I 
haven't seen Lou since last spring, but I 
know he hasn't changed He is very 
down lo earth and will do anything for 
his friends He is the type of guy that is 
respected by his peers." said Slruder 
While in Virginia Slruder got into 
coaching a high school team quite by 
accident 
"I was leaching at a golf course in 
Saltville. Va ." lie explained "There 
were these students from the school. 
AH Worthy High School, that kept 
hugging me to coach their golf team 
"Well, finally I gave in and decided to 
coach them Hut I told them lhat they 
would get a team and it would be 
rnmpi iitue and that they would have to 
work hard and prove to Ihemse'ves that 
I hey were winners." Struder answered 
Within three years the school in 
Virginia coached by Slruder had won 
the district and regional championship 
The leam might have taken the state 
championship although the only ob- 
stacle was that golf was not a major 
sport at the lime and there was not a 
stale championship meet held 
Why then is Slruder so successful'' 
One reason might be the "Special 
Slruder Formula" which is CDC That 
stands for Concentration plus 
Discipline equals Confidence. 
"This is a good team philosophy lam 
a strict disciplinarian and this formula 
proves itself If you can't be disciplined 
on a golf course where it is harder, then 
you can't do it anywhere else." he said 
"I have very strict discipline drills 
lor the teams I coached There are 
many elements a golfer must 
withstand Like weather. Ihe op- 
position. l,.id lies and the wind - without 
concentration and discipline a person 
can gel lost 
Struder also added. "It's easy to hit a 
golf hall anyone can do that But to 
play 18 holes, for five hours, it takes 
concentration, discipline and con- 
fidence This produces a winner and 
that means success." Struder 
remarked 
Maybe the reason Graham is so good 
today is because he might have used 
some hints from Struder s philosophy 
Whatever Ihe case might be. Slruder 
is a successful coach and Graham a 
consistent professional 
lii any case, who says formulas are 
just lor science and math majors They 
are very important to golfers too 
Professional Service 
Contact Lens 
(Downtown) 
228 West Main 
All Type Of Contact Lens Available 
ALL WORK DONE BY 
PROFESSIONALS 
623-3367 
is looking for 
competent persons 
with auto 
for pizza delivery 
Apply in person. 
Archies Upper Crust 
263 East Main Street 
Richmond. Kentucky 
To Western 
Go Colonels! 
STATE BANK 
AND TRUST COMPANY 
MEMBER F.D.I.C. 
Main Street    Big HiH Ave.    Eastern By-Pass 
Junior Poplin Baseball Jacket 
with corduroy trim 
$1Q88 
Sizes S.M.L       Reg. '35.00 NOW       #«7 
This dCPenney 
STORE HOURS: 
Shop daily 9:30 til 5:30 - Fri. 9:30 til 9:30 
Sat. 9:30 til 6:00 - Sun. 1:30 til 5:30 
/ 
Band hits high note 
Pure Prairie League plays 
a little of every style 
l«>  \I\KKIT\SIIKI HI  KM 
Arts Kit il.vt 
Jf une could see l he stage through the 
ilouds of smoke Tuesday  night   they 
saw a scene pf varied color and talent 
Kveryone was getting their highs in 
one way or another 
After starting the show half an hour 
late l"ure Prairie league emerged with 
ii .vibrating sound which rocked the 
occupants of Brack Auditorium 
With the direction of an exceptional 
lead guitarist, the six multi-talents put 
on ;i show which ranged from mediocre 
to superior to good 
Two members shone brightly in the 
multi-colored lights 
The lead guitarist. Vince (Jill, did an 
outstanding job and set the mood for the 
concert more than any other member of 
(he band. 
The newest addition to the band. Jeff 
Kirk brought great variety and 
liveliness to the performance with 
iiccompammenls on three different 
liorns and various percussion in- 
struments 
Review 
Wlicn the band hit their high point, 
everyone was standing and clapping 
i This was also beneficial in deter- 
mining as to whether their legs were 
still working after two and a half hours 
of silling i The audience was so happy 
to be up that no one wanted to sit. 
Kor two songs the band finally gave 
the audience what they had come to 
hear some good ol' get-down and 
party music with skillful guitar picking 
The songs featured banjo and a beat 
to clap and stomp to. not to mention the 
fiddle (some call it a violin but the way 
(Jill played it it was a fiddlei to do a 
rocking hoedown in the aisles. 
Throughout the session, the group 
sounded different and moved from 
gospel-based music to that which 
vaguely sounded like l.ynyrd Skynyrd 
In country to straight rock. 
The evening offered all types of 
music for the listener I'nfortunately. 
however those that were in attendance 
were counting on the old style of Pure 
I'rairie league and thus were not as 
responsive to the groups variations. 
,%    ' 
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Murray's McKeever 
presents piano recital 
'White' rhythm and blues 
.losh While. .Ir   was captured in different poses as he sang 
and talked to and for the audience In Krock Monday night   A 
review of the concert appears on page 13   i photo h> Scott 
\ilaiusi 
The I'niversll) Department ol Music 
will sponsor •■ guest piano recital hy 
.lames McKeever Tuesday, t)cl 23 al " 
p m   in (iiffnrd Theater 
McKeever.   assistant   professor   <ii 
piano at Murray Slate University, holds 
a master s and doctorate in piano 
performance from the 1'niversiry <>t 
Cincinnati College Conservatory ol 
Music, where he studied under Olga 
i "nils and Santos l>|e«la 
He also |n-i loi nis .iv pianist with the 
\lnrra\  l-'neully  1'iuno Trio 
The program is Ix-mg presented as a 
laciillx exchuiiue «Mli pianist Kebecca 
shiH.'kle\ <ii the l Diversity faculty, who 
will plav .i guest recital at Murray Nov 
IK McKccvcr's program uill include 
works b\ It.icli Paul Cooper. Medtner 
• hopin  .mil Itachmaninoff 
The reeilal >■• free and open to the 
public 
P<«* 13/Voi  58/No 9 
Th« fmnn ProgrMi 
Thurntoy. Octob.. 18. 1979 
Arts 
Gambit9 
begins 
Kv MAKKITA HHKI.RI KNK 
Arts l .1 n... 
The University Theater department 
has begun work on their upcoming 
production. •Royal Gambit " Director 
l)r Dan Kobinetle. announced the casl 
and production staff for the play which 
is "loosely"'based on the life of Henry 
VIII and his six wives 
Richard (ox from Henderson will be 
performing in the role of Henry VIII 
Steve ( onnelly and Mark Sowell will be 
narrators, roles which were added to 
this version Cynthia Hledsoe. Wyndee 
Kzell. Anita i/enhart. Kathryn Ann 
Morris. Susan Alice Strange and 
Rhonda Wilkerson will lie portraying 
the six wives 
The play is set in Tudor Kngland hut 
parallels modern times An earl> 
reviewer said that Henry was the first 
modern man and was critical ol him 
because he began the move to make 
man. rather than God, the center of the 
world 
The particular reviewei lound lault 
with Henry because he got away from 
the old knowledge and the critic said 
the only way In avoid man s ultimate 
destruction was to get hack to this find 
centered old knowledge ' The play 
focuses on l his problem 
Herman (iressieker. the German 
author of the play, originally named the 
work "Henry VIII. I'nd Semen Krauen 
and in his notes explains that the play 
presents Henry as a symbol of modern 
man 
The production originated in Kurnpp 
and premiered in I9.TH in America off 
Rroadwas 
The University theatre will he per 
forming the play Nov 14-17 at T'Mi in 
Clifford Theatre 
Concert set 
\ prize-winning pianist will be 
leatured in a tree symphony concert 
Thursday Nov I at the University 
Koc van Ki-skirk. who has won prizes 
in the Casades'is and the .IS Bach 
international competitions will appeo' 
with the I niversity svmphony >r 
ehestra at R:30 pin in the 'liffinl 
Theatre 
He will perform Robert Schumann's 
Piano   Concerto        The   orchestra 
directed  l>>   Karl   Thomas    will   pla\ 
Rach's Little Fugue In C  Minor   the 
Wagner Overture to Die Meisterstgner 
and Samuel Barber s Second K.ssav tin 
Orchestra 
Van Itoakirk has lieen a meiniier "t 
the University music laculty since IOT8 
TROPICAL HOUSE 
Ncwiy Keifiodcitd 
tit t. Portir 
PhtM 623 7223 
UP TO 
PER MONTH FOR 
PLASMA DONATIONS 
FOR SPECIAL 
ANTIBODIES 
BONUS for first time 
donors with this ad. 
Expires 12 31 79 
p plasma 
alliance 
Lexington, Ky. 
2043 Oxford Circle 
Cardinal Valley Shopping Center 
254 8047 
Hour*:    Mon.,  Turn     Thur».    8 am 
Wort       Fn     8 am     7 pm 
Sat     8 am     3 pm 
C pm 
There are easier ways to pay for college. 
Conducting telethons watting tables or 
parking cars may not be the only ways to 
help you pay for college There may be a 
scholarship or grant available that you've 
overlooked Or it may be as simple as cutting 
back on expenses Read the next issue of 
Insider and find out 
Ford hopes this next issue of Insider will 
give you a better idea  for paying your way 
through college And if you need a set of 
wheels to get you around campus, check out 
the sporty Fords for the 80 s 
Look for fodder— Ffcnfs cootinuinf scries 
of College newspaper supplements. 
FORD 
FORD  DIVISION 
Page 14/Vol   b&IHo   9 
The EMIwn Progress 
Thursday. October It. 1979 
Many talents viewed by listeners 
White delights 
small audience 
lt\ MAKKITA XIIKI Ml KM-: 
\rls Kriilor 
I nrorlunalely many (mversitv 
students, nm in mention faculty staff 
and liK-al residents, missed an excellent 
performanceb) themulti 'alented .losh 
White. .Ir . earlier this week 
\pproximalely 75 people at tended the 
i'iineert  Monday night 
In a do/en numbers intermittent with 
amuxing and enlightening monnlngue 
W hiteshnnc with his own musical style 
While put mi an intriguing show filled 
»Hh wit and I he sense that he was 
<hAring a private |ukc wnh a select few 
\s lie strutted unto stage with the 
lirighl lace n| his uuilar flashing across 
I he ' expectant gathering his coun- 
tenance broke into a warming grin 
Review 
\lter a weak start his initial song 
I'mcrucd in a voice so strong it did not 
 I   'he   amplification   provided   in 
I   I'U'k 
In    "Dirty    Country    Koad"    he 
pniieiicd a -trunk! down tn-earlh sound 
with' runts in ihe proverty-stricken 
hearl n| \nierica He displayed latent 
with his guitar in this numher. 
something he obviously ixissessed hut 
did not show in its fullest during Ihe 
neai tun hour performance 
He highlighted the performance with 
i iiuniberiin the I mversal soldier  The 
moving, meaningful and expressive 
lyrics made for an interesting and 
lascinalin|{ numher 
I'mving that he was a Irue showman. 
White re-strung his guitar while leading 
the noup in an improvision of the 
"Amen" chorus 
Complete with expressive gestures 
and meaningful facial expressions 
While sang a blues soul version of 
'Tobacco Koad" with the audience 
participating with clapping 
In a tribute to his late father. White 
sang a trio of songs from Ihe 17 years 
that Ihe two worked together 
In traditional rhythm and blues style 
he sang what his father described as 
"the eternal triangle" " Frank ie and 
Johnny 
His lamenting rather than driving 
style of doing "House of the Kising 
Sun" was a shock In those used to 
'modern' versions of the song 
However, his version was probably 
more suiting to the text of Ihe song than 
ihe version lamiliar to most listeners 
today 
Itv request he did the almost ballad 
"Suzanne" and reveled In the fact that 
the audience was requesting old songs 
rather than Ihe new music 
He concluded an excellent per- 
lormance with a request "Hojangles" 
in his own personal smooth vocal style 
ol musical story He mark- special use 
of a soft voice to personalize the 
character while Ihe stronger voice 
played Ihe narrator 
\lter Ins initial weak starch*.-, show 
blossomed into full bloom of songs 
$11,250 worth of prizes offered 
Nikon sponsors photo 
contest 
Amateur photographers are eligible 
lo compete for up to $1,500 in Nikon 
photographic equipment, first prize in 
the seven Annual Nikon Nutshell 
I'hoto Contest for students and faculty 
149 prizes totaling SI 1.250 in value will 
he awarded in the photo contest now- 
underway on college campuses for 
students and faculty 
The contest is sponsored jointly by 
Nikon cameras and Nutshell magazine 
■ a network of educational publications 
distributed annually lo more than one 
million college students 
"The purpose of the Nikon • Nutshell 
I'hoto Contest is to encourage 
phlographers to express themselves 
creatively through photography, stated 
Myron ('harness, director of public 
relations for Nikon. 
"For this reason, the contest is open 
to faculty as well as students    There 
is no conies) iheme. no restrictidjl on 
Ihe number of photos entered. ani}lin> 
type of still camera may be usedwlhe 
contest." t harness added ^J 
Last years winners repressed 
more than ISO different coMjfee 
university and high school camfsifes 
l- irst place winners in each ot tnafwo 
categories i black and white and•»**»- I 
will receive $1,500 in Nikon cquipajent 
Two runners up will each win Si-mm in 
equipment, and third place winners 
receive $750 in equipment 
The same lop prizes will be awarded 
in the faculty competition which is 
judged separately from Ihe student 
contest , 
Contest entry blanks are available at 
participating focal Nikon photo dealers 
or by writing Anne l.itllcfield. Nikon 
Nutshell   I'hoto   Contest.   505   Market 
Street. Knoxville   TN :i7Si>2 
'As You Like It' entertains 
Viewers return to 
enchanted forest 
■h«h White .Ir performed last Monday to the delight of about 75 people In his 
own unique style he presented songs like "H»iangles" and House of the Rising 
SOn " ilMiolo h\  Slew  Krowni 
As Vou Like It." William 
Shakespeare's comedy about love and 
longing in the enchanted Forest of 
Arden. is the second production in an 
encore presentation of "The 
Shakespeare Plays."on KCT Saturday. 
<>cl   20 at 4 pm 
"As Vou lake It is a Shakespearean 
lairy tale ll is a comedy about Ihe roles 
society sometimes forces as lo play 
There is no violence and no one dies 
Shakespeare's setting is the magical 
Koresl of Arden. a place lar away from 
Reynolds sheds macho, tries on new image 
lt>  \l\l KKNMMII (.1  \S 
stall Writer 
We s,i« luni as Ihe macho try 
anything "Kandit" in "Smokey and ihe 
I'.andll In Hooper' he was an aging 
siuiitman   nm ihe Hurt Reynolds we 
see in his latest flick is one that we have 
never seen before Uone are all hints of 
macho and daredevil traits because 
Mns Reynolds is paranoid lonely, and 
\ ulnerable 
'Starling ther" is Reynolds' newest 
release and is a tunny serious movie 
almul Hie pain and insecurity of love It 
lunches mi mam nl Ihe realities of Ihe 
Vmcrican world 
Reynolds plays I'hil I'oiier. a guv 
who is divorced from his wife of eight 
years. Jessica iCandice rtergen>, when 
she decides In embark on a career as a 
songwriter line feels sorry (or Potter 
as soon as Ihe show liegins he is thrown 
into a cold world with nowhere logo and 
no one lo talk to lies like a little lost 
kitten 
He goes lo his brother and Ulster in 
law played by Charles llurmng and 
Frances Slcrnhagen. who conilort him 
They also lix him up with Marilyn 
llolmlicrg     iiil   Clay burgh),   who   is 
lomly  and defensive and alraid lo fall 
in lo\e 
The mutual attraction between the 
two can In- seen as soon as Ihe) meet 
hut Ihe relationship has difficulties in 
getting started she s attracted lo him 
and wauls logo out with nun but doesn't 
want In in- rejected   lie's attracted lo 
her bill leally hasn I recovered Irom his 
own rejection 
I hen relationship is warm and willy, 
whenjl dually  gels started   < lavnure.li 
gives a line performance ol a single 
woman who wauls marriage  children, 
and all Ihe L'ood things thai go with il 
Exchange 
Classified Ads 
It's Easy 
Call 622-1629 
4th Floor Jones Bldg. 
LOOKING tor A good home for a very 
talented cat Great companion 4 one halt 
month* old Black with white layer bally and 
paws Fantastic feature! Mutt find new 
home due lo Landlord Cat) Jim 6?3 0426 
622 1629 
HOMECOMING BAKt SALE First 
Methodist Church on Main Street 
sandwiches desserts soft dnnks and coffee 
Treat your homecoming guests to the best 
food m town Saturday October 20 Sam 
until 1pm 
FOUND Ladies watch. in front of 
Duplicating Center Castes Adm Bldg 
Friday Oct 17th Can 3496 or come to 
Coates   Rm    12 
WANTED DC comics published prior to 
19/4 Am especially interested m Batman 
and Superman Am willing to pay cash or 
trade Also am interested m other types of 
comtci published prior to 1*74 Call 9M 
1846 
lOST Brown briefest* Reward offered for 
return Would appreciate return of aook and 
"•ite*   Cell 3270 or bring to Roerfc Room 9 
ftchmond School of Dance offering morning 
& evening adult exercises classes. Beginning 
Nov   1st   Call 623 7976     10 II.  11 1| 
D^ JlttSUfS     \ 
HAIRMASTERS 
218 S. Porter Dr. 623-3651 
hill   who  is   also    VKKAII)   to  eoinmit 
herself lor  these things 
'Starting Over" nave a fine realistic 
view oi the American people often in a 
comical wax In one scene. Potter 
hyperventilates ma furniture store and 
his brother is railed in In help him Hy 
Ihe tune Ihe brother. Mickey, arrives a 
crowd has gathered To calm Potter. 
Mickey asks if anyone in the crowd has 
II V'alium Touching n "irue but keep 
i|iiiel lacet     of     Ihe      American 
imputation   i:\KKYu\K reaches into 
his pockets and oilers a  Vallum 
M limes this kind of humor was lust 
plain coriiv and became boresome  hut 
DIAL 
BIBLE 
MOMENT 
624-2427 
as   the   movie  continued    Ihe   humor 
picked    up    and    eventually    led    lo 
seriousness i Which in turn led lo humor 
and Ihe cycle continued > 
Itergen doesn't have as many 
-IM'.ikim' lines in "Over" as ("lavburgh 
and it's a good thing Playing the ex 
wife who turns career girl but still 
wants her husband, she is hooked on her 
own ego trip Slie sings it lew. songs 
throughout the film, all of which we 
could do without 
All in all. Starling Over" is a 
delightful, funny, at tunes serious film 
thai everyone should nee 
Ihe demands and limitations Which 
usually govern his characters' 
everyday lives, and where worldly 
assets and success do not mallei" 
The play tells the story of an oddly 
assorted group of characters who are. 
lor various  reasons,  banished lo the 
Koresl ol Arden Kosalind and « elia are 
fleeing  from  Ihe  evil   Duke,   feha's 
lather Orlando is hiding Irom his 
murderous elder brother Touchstone 
and li lends arc also taking up residence 
in the loresl 
Orlando is in love with Kosalind and 
Kosalind is in love with Orlando IK the 
lilih act almosl everyone is in lo\Jy»ilh 
everyone The action is complicated by 
Ihe fact thai Kosalind and fella are 
disguised as hoys The play'»rs a 
pastoral comedy and a satire on lorm 
Shakexpearc uses Ihe device of women 
111 men s clothing III make many cogent 
and  contemporary   points  about   the 
roles of  Ihe sexes 
\ ilteolapedentirely on location in and 
around (ilaillLS lastle Scotland. " As 
Vou lake ll" stars Helen Mirren as 
Kosalind generally acknowhtlged lo 
he one ol Shakespeare s greatest parts 
lor women Uriah Sinner as Ihe Jpve 
smitten Orlando Richard I'asco as Ihe 
world weary .tuques \ngharad Kees as 
I'elia llosa11nd's hesI Iriend and James 
I'.olain as ihe clown   Touchstone' 
IMPROVE YOUR GRAOES1 Send 
$1 00 for vour 306 page catalog of 
rolleqiete research 10 250 topics liatad 
Bo> 2S097G Lot Anqalai California 
90025     713    ill 8226 
EASY EXTRA INCOME' 1500 1000 
Stuffing envelope* Guaranteed Send 
sell addressed stamped envelope to 
DEXTER ENTERPRISES* 3039 Shrine 
PI     La     LA    90007 
MEN' WOMEN> JOBS' CRUISE 
SHIPS' SAILING EXPEDITIONS' NO 
eipenence Good pay* Europe' So 
Pacific Bahamas. World Send MM 
lor APPLICATION INFO - JOBS to 
CRUISE WORLD BOX (0129 
Sacramento    CA 95960 
^      |-      * 
JIM'S   * Cl 
PAWN 
SHOP    .r^ 
MONEY 
TO LOAN 
On Anything Of Value 
•Buy "Sell 
•Sell •Fawn 
South 3rd    Bus Station 
FOR SALE 
OR LEASE 
H\ Owner. 
OfKN HOI SK, 
SI \im OCT.. 21, 
I I pin 
201 Collins Street. 
Corner ol Water Slreet. 
Building i .|in|i|icil lor buffet 
restaurant Zoned for beer and 
mixed drink license 
I'HOM  i.'-l |sss 
Small IIIIHn |iaviiienl. OH tier 
will help finance. 
Dr. Marion S. Roberts 
OPTOMETRIST 
Call Today for Your Appointment 
Mon. - Fri. 8 5, Sat. 8 1 
Visual Analysis Visual Therapy 
Contact Lens 
205% Geri Lane 
Richmond. Ky. 623-6643 
The Donut Shop 
139 D Killarney Square 
(Off Eastern By-Pass, Near Holiday Inn) 
We'll Be Waiting 
After 
Eastern-Western Homecoming Game 
We Offer Fresh Paateries Dally 
Hot Coffee, Hot Chocolate, Cookies 
We Support The Colonels 
Eat In — Drive Thru — Special Orders 
623-9694    Open 7 days per week    6 am - 7pm 
£ 
m 
SERVICE DIRECTORY 
People That Can Help 
Dykes Insurance Agency 
'Complete Insurance Service' 
'.-■< "M i &   l.vint 
.-'■,.    i    Ky 
Richmond T.V. & Appliance 
Center 
W(* sefvu c dll brands ot color TVs 
radios and stereos " Toshiba T V   sand 
Tanglewood stereo's 
Ldrry Fle.gPh 623 8849 
Mdndgei 221 W   Irvine Richmond 
Campus Cleaners 
"Wr prmiriY <|ii;ilit\ laundrx and dry tlraninu SITMII'S al a 
|iu< r students can .illiu il   I <>i   \ inn  conwniencr wr arr Incalcd 
111   MM     INlWI'll   hllilillli.' 
Campus Cleaners 
Student prices  Quality laundiy and 
cleaning   Located in the Powell 
building 
Barger's Exxon 
Quick Service. Tire Sales, Dependable 
Towing Service  "We'll come oul and 
itart your car " 
EKUBy Pass Ph 623 9711 
Richmond. Ky 
Hamm's Gulf 
24 Hi  Wrecker Service 
Student Checks 
EKU By Pass University Pla/a 
Richmond Ky Ph 623 0604 
Watson's T.V. Service 
Service on most makes and models 
"We sell Zenith and Quasar " 
312 W  Irvine St  Ph 623 3272 
Richmond. Ky 
Pro Muffler 8. Tire Center 
Quick repair*, competitive prices 
Goodyear Tirea 
"We accept Matter Charge and Vita 
OpenS 5Ph 624 2100 
E  Mam fct Hallie Irvine Richmond 
Sammy's Tire Service Center 
Wiecker Service 
Main Street 
Richmond. Ky 
Roberta's Fabric Shop 
All Kinds of Material' 
Roberta 0  Deaton215E  Mam St 
623 0653 Richmond  KY 
Barger's Sunoco 
Tune ups. tires, batteries 
24 Hr  Wrecker Service 
Off the Eastern By Pass 
Richmond. Ky Ph 623 5169 
Rick's Chevron 
All types of Mechanic work don*   ' 
Check our prices on tues and batteries < 
Eastern By Pass by Holiday Inn   '  | 
Phone 623 5026 ',   < 
w^mam mmmmm 
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Pure Prairie League 
"Wc have a good lime playing 
and if you all arc having a good time 
ii helps us a lot," commented 
bassist. Michael Riley of Pure 
Prairie League after its concert on 
campus Tuesday night. 
The band is in the middle of its 
: all tour of which their next stop was 
last night in Athens, W. Va. 
According to Riley, the leader of 
the musicians, they enjoy playing 
small halls and colleges because of 
ihe audience feedback possibilities. 
Pure Prairie League which got its 
name from a group of prohibition 
"hatchet Annies" on an Errol Flynn 
movie, has two members who were 
former students of the University. 
Riley was an English student in 
1968 at the University. Michael 
Connors, the keyboardist, was also 
a student at that lime. 
In l%6 both Riley and Connors 
were members of a band here called 
Last Orange Express and were, 
according to Riley. removed from 
playing in the old student center 
(Keen Johnson Building) for subver- 
sjveness. 
When asked about parental 
support, Riley responded, "They 
had no choice." Parents of the 
group were at the concert on campus 
since it is near Cincinnati, the home 
of several members. 
The drummer, Billy Hinds is also 
a local, hailing from Morehead. 
A new member and concept in the 
band, Jeff Kirk is a woodwind 
specialist who also sings and plays 
the piano during the show. A native 
of Indiana, Kirk attended college in 
Miami, Fla. because of its great jazz 
program-his special field. 
Before joining the band he did 
studio work with such groups as the 
Bee Gees and joined the group after 
they heard him and invited him to 
join. He has been with the group 
about three months. 
Kirk admits that it is "a different 
thing for me" but considers ii 
"furthcrmeni  of  my  education  in 
'We're out there to play music' 
— Michael Riley 
to "try to be successful" and would 
probably like to become a country 
star. 
At present, however, the group is 
together and are professionals who 
believe, as Riley says, "We're out 
there to play music." 
'(Prairie League is a) furtherment of 
my education in music' 
— Jeff Kirk 
They were playing with a 
background of fog and a light show 
as well as movies showing the Bible, 
ihc American Hag, Marxism sym- 
bols and burning books superim- 
posed onto each other when Dr. 
Robert Manin, then president, 
forced I hem lo quit. 
Despite such incidents and the 
fact thai his career kepi him from 
completing his degree requirements 
at the University, Riley has fond 
feelings for the area and said, "It's 
nice to be back." 
Riley explained that the band has 
no problem with "groupies" be- 
cause "They're there but we don't 
have any contact with them." 
music. 
Vince Gill, the lead guitarist for 
the group plays 'by ear' and by his 
claim reads any music "not too 
well." 
The 22-year-old Oklahoma City 
native who has been performing 
professionally for six years enjoys 
for his own entertainment "any- 
thing that's good" from country to 
rock and all in between. 
Ciill joined Pure Prairie while he 
was living in Lexington. He believes 
many people influenced what the 
group is today including the works 
of such legends as the Beatles. 
Ultimately, it seems, the members 
■    ^mmtZm^^^MW    *^M 
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Kmart   MHULV   "»taurant 
DAILY LUNCHEON AND DINNER SPECIALS 
If—• (M» 
Every SUNDAY 
Serving  12 to 5 
R** MM mmmm. 
Every MONDAY 
Serving 4 to 7 
ALL YOU CAN EAT 
"Special" 
Batter Dipped 
Chicken Dinner 
With Coir  SJ«m . Potato 
RoH A Buffer 
$277 
ALL YOU CAN EAT 
"Special" 
Italian Style 
Spaghetti Dinner 
In.lmdr. Salad Bmr, 
Roll £ Butter 
$18? 
CtHmatoM              5I.*I/ Q7< CUMrra ««<f»r I*               * 1 
Every TUESDAY 
Serving 4 to 7 
ALL YOU CAN EAT 
"Special" 
Batter Dipped 
Fish Dinner 
With Col* Slat*. Potato. 
Roll « Batter 
$247 
Every WEDNESDAY 
Serving 4 to 7 
FAMILY NIGHT 
Choose an Eatrc 
Veal Cutlet 
Chuckuiagon 
Liver & Onions 
Turkey Breast 
Imtlmarm s~«« Drm* m Jrfto 
$197 
CMMfia nmmmt !•                      $!.// CMatMa mrntm ■•             $1.27 
free refill* on Betera-me* pure hated with above dinner*. 
Servin, Daily T* 7:t» - Saaaav Till S:M 
RICHMOND SHOPPING PLAZA 
For What It's Worth 
This week, for the fifth week in a 
row, "Sad Eyes" by Robert John 
holds the number one spot on 
Record World Singles ratings. Barry 
Manilow's "Ships," on the charts 
for the first lime this week, is in spot 
number 39. 
Lor the sixth week. Led Zep- 
pelin's release, "In Through the 
Out Door" is tops on the Record 
World Albums ratings. The Lagles' 
new cut, "The Long Run" is in the 
number two spot for its first week 
on the charts. 
Vince Gill, nnc ofihc youngest leaguers, al 22. sings fur I'niversity students 
with his eyes stiul   He UTPW up right around l-exinglnn and Louisville and lias 
been wit h.t he band for ntKHil fi years 1 Photo b> Send litanm 
Writer to discuss literature 
Summers to give 
reading, visit campus 
The season opener for the 
Cincinnati Playhouse, "The Diary 
of Anne Frank" will run from Oct. 
23 through Nov. 18. 
Dell Publishing Co. is releasing 
three new books soon. They are 
"Men's Bodies. Men's Selves" (an 
alternative to the women's move- 
ment), "Snapping: America's Epi- 
demic of Sudden Personality 
Change" and "New Age Politics." 
Its SI SWI.KIt \lh 
Stuff Writer 
Short sinry writer, novelist, and poet 
IIIIIIIS Summem is scheduled in arrive 
net 22 to visit several classes and 
discuss writing and literature 
lie will also hold ;i reading ul his own 
works in the 1 lark Room ol the Wallace 
lluilding at   I Hi |I m   on Dial day 
This presentation, which is open lo 
the public is heing sponsored l>\ the 
t'ollege ol Arls and humanities' Im 
provemenl ol Instruction Fund 
Summers is a native of Kminence. 
and attended (icorKetown College the 
Bread I .oaf School of Kngllsh. Mid 
dleburv.  Vl . and  Iowa  State  I nicer 
sitv   Hi' now teaehes til iiino I'niver 
sitv   where he was named !he ("ollege of 
\rts   and   Sciences'   Distinguished 
I'rolessor ol Ihc Near 
\n iiv.coinplishcd wnier Summers 
has published six novels, one short 
slorx collection, and seven hooks of 
|MM'lrv   and   has   edited  three   literary 
anthologies 
Some ol his heller known works are 
The Weather ol February." "The 
Itrightcr Ihe Corner"." and "City 
Limit lie received a Saturday Review 
iiocii\ award lor "Mexico Picnic" in 
Me: 
Summers is presently working on a 
niv    novel   and   a   new   collection   of 
|MM-||'V 
The Glow' 
lifts 
mid-term 
blues 
Kv KXTIIIKSTWIPS 
Slaff Writer 
Ah. those mid term blues The mind 
is bogged down Ihe body fatigued, 
some good music is definitely in order 
Honnie Haiti's new album "The Glow" 
certainly Ills Ihe bill 
Hacked hy Linda Knnstadt's old 
hand including Waddy Wachtel. Kill 
Payne. Danny Kortchmar. Kick 
Manilla, and produced hy Peter Asher. 
Itonnie is as strong as ever 
Most of the songs are older, one 
dating back lo IH5B. Hobby Troup's 
"The liirl iRoyi Cant Help It Two 
Isaac Hayes David Purler com 
positions are include. "I Thank You." 
and a soulful blues tune. "Your timid 
Thing is Atxiul lo Knd 
Review 
1 ine ol Ihe stronger tracks is a redone 
version ol Kolierl Palmers "You're 
(inmuHiel What's Coming " This song 
was jusl made lor her 
Raill also does justice lo good buddy 
Jackson I'.rowne's "Sleep's Dark and 
Silent tiale." which he recorded on his 
"Pretender   set 
She   and    I'.rowne    are    IW0    of    Ihe 
founders ol Ml'SE. which stands for 
Musicians lulled lor Safe Knergy 
There arc about fifty groups and artists 
active in this organization, doing 
benefit conceits lo promote ifplar 
energy and. anti nuke performances 
The acronym also has another special 
meaning lor these people In Hreek 
Mythology the Muses were nine 
goddesses ol song and poetry In lacl. 
ihiv is where Ihe word music 
originated 
1 heck out "The (How'' from Connie 
K.iili   Kine music from a fine arlisl 
Conference 
scheduled 
I'..inking employees will have an 
opportunity to develop hank image 
marketing skills through participation 
in Ihe Hluegrass Chapter of Ihe 
\mcricati Institute ol Ranking s second 
annual conference scheduled (let 27 
skilled workshop leaders will conduct 
sessions on communications, public 
relations and the sell concept and |ob 
performance Pot additional in 
lormnlion contact Darrell Hlevins MNii 
• 252 W71 or Stan King    BUB   IB2 IMH 
A Weekend of Fun 
Novr9tir-aith $1 Talent Show Midnite Movie 
Disco Dance 
Buy One Ticket for $1 
for all three events! 
You mutt attend one event 
plus the Disco Dance to 
be eligible for the drawing 
to be held during the 
Disco Sat. night 
Friday Nov. 9th 
Talent Show 
(Applications can be picked 
up Monday in the student 
activities office) 
Prizes Will Be A warded 
To The Best Acts. 
Friday Night. 12:00 
Midnite Movie 
To Be Announced 
Saturday Nov. 10th 
Disco Dance 
Drawing During The 
Disco Dance 
tc. v m 
Pegino 's 
RICHMOND, you 
asked for it. . . 
You got it. . . 
The only authentic Italian 
Restaurant to call your own 
A fine Italian cuisine 
specializiang in tempting 
Italian flavoring. 
Appetite pleasing dishes 
include: 
Varict) ol I'.isus Baked Lasagna 
Baked & Marinated Poultry Dinners 
Steaks & (hops 
Italian Seafood 
AlMipjslo 
Sandwiches 
Meatballs * Sausage 
Slulied Shells 
Appetizers 
Veal Favorites 
Desserts 
Assorted Sauces 
Purmigian Dishes 
Hi.i, ml.i 
LOCATION 
Wl SI  MAIN STRI I T 
i v HISS from Arlington Country Club) 
HOURS OF OPERATION: 
I uesil.iv thru I hursday 
I I 00 A.M. to 10 00 P.M. 
I nduy and Suturd.iv 
I I 00 A.M. to I I  00 P.M. 
Sunday 
i: OOP M. to 10:00 P.M. 
Closed Moiul.iv. 
r 
V 
™ 
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'The Way' creates attention 
(Continued from page 1 
MH- added lhal The Waj offered olher 
« I'UI'NI'S thai t'nuld In'Nikcn li\ followers 
.Hid staled "For vnvh course ;i 
ilonaiMMi is M-I up 
en ihe repuialion »l The Way. siaicr 
—-■ i■ 1 1'fnpU' haw tint UIKIITSIIMHI it 
.mil I \i   he,ml people call US a cult 
Nhc .nlilcil lhal she could umlrrslatHl 
lilts rtiih  all  n|   Ihf  various  culls  .mil 
icliniinis -eel- across ihe counir; and 
lite   ciiiicfiii   lhal    lhe>    have   caused 
|H-l.|.|«- 
iiti her allilialiiiti With The \\a\ she 
said I in    lining    uhal     I'm    IIIIIIIK 
because 
In mi 
I'm Ihankliil lm  what  (mil   lul 
(itii- v\n\\ iiniliassadoi l.nula 
Klaiijian I'c said lhal SIK' U 
Iroduci'd li» The \\a\ until last .l.inn.ii v 
in I'hilatlelphia and coiis<'i|*li'iill\ 
icitiied Ihe Kroup ami eiih'l cl ihe \\i i\\ 
program in  Match 
She had lieen an ail in.i|in  ., 
inmimitiiK   collece  m   I'litl ulelphi i    i 
Ihe  lime    luil   allci    Inn- IIIHL'    "ill     It- 
semester, slu- i|iiit 
"I knew I illdn I »«m ' I •' 
said 
her parenl's react mn to the 
-iiilden decision III her life, she com- 
M'iiti'1      IIM'V ihouRhl it was great " 
sin- added,    They saw a change in my 
lil>* in me I  became more 
n-s|HiiiMt>l<' They trust me They know 
I know uhal I'm doing I'm really 
leu uini! I in v. lo pul all my trust in Cod 
!■■■ Iiiiii hecome more real to me 
i'   ins  daily life " 
. i 111111111! to slater. Tin- Way has a 
ii      '■pi'iaiiiic  in each  of  the   SO 
nd .':' foreign countries 
Resident Assistant surveys 
to examine job performance 
n> i■..i-. i \K 
News KriUnr 
\i i '•■rdiiiL' I" I lan Iteilsov  director ill 
n ei - programs at Ihe t mversity Ihe 
Iti'siih-nl Xssistanl li\ survey thai 
was imitated last year will In* repealed 
mam 'in~ vcar mi • KM   .11 
I i t 'siis s.iill thai Ihe survey has as its 
tun p"sc    the    objective    ot 
detei inining    dormitory    residents' 
pft-tccpti I   ihe   |nli  Hull   each   par 
iiciilar I! \ was doing 
Hi   s.i II I thai  the suneys will  give 
leifl assistants all idea ol what the\ 
■ '•   iloing  righl  as  well  as  wrong 
aionu   with   providing  eiH'oitragemenl 
H   ■ en' i"i* different lechniQues and 
. pin ii.iches MI use in 'heir  (oils 
It hints down to a kind ol tune up. I 
iness     S.HII I'.ertsns. in explaining 'he 
r.iitsiis said thai  ihe survex   lorms 
■i    p.isscd nut   hi   ihe  individual 
I; \ s tn the residents on  their lloors 
Monday   nnilit    tict    2W,    *udh an e\ 
I'l.r .i'nin nt how ii gels completed 
The dormitory residents will then 
'.iir in id \o\ I In complete Ihe 
in \ e\       IPII     dehv el      il     li>     a     place 
ilcsicji.iteil  l'\   each  I: \    . ■   •■■ 
I '.et I si is 
I'.ertsns  saul   lhal   mice  'In 
are relumed lo Ins office   '!" 
run through a eomputei       itten 
illllerent    cross   si*ctions     il 
Uiitllil   he   issued   on   tin     | 
eluding dormifm v half 
cl.issilicaiiniis 
He said that each dol rt.it"' \  i 
Will ut»t a pro ill it it with Ihe lesit 
sttr\ e\   lor ihe enlii ••  I   ■ 
indi\ idual printouts |oi i'ai I 
HiHII   thus each Ii \ will lie m.nlt 
nl his rated pet tm in.. , i 
\niilhet ini|Mirlai ' .i-c •' 
surveys .iccordmu '" t:.i i -■>- 
lhe\  gl\i' an idi'a "t t'\acll\ 
it \ program is .11niii* ai <i 
are  weak    Ml  lhal     t 
could   he   geared   at    I In    ■ 
areas  in sireni'Mn i   II • 
I'.ertsns   added   thai    olli     'I 
olfici' is i otinling i 
increased pal In l|Kll mi 
In  ilorillilnl >   resitleiils 
l.asi   Mar    I'.etisn- 
A as .i I.'I |ii-i cent ri'ini'     '   ■ 
III \ •■> 
I 
I llll 
■ 
- 
i    ideuls 
I'.ertsns   admilled   that    the 
pi in tiled some valuable feed 
nil. .limn nl  what  students 
1
      INHII tin- it \ program, he said 
II ni h   higher   percentage   of 
"i will he more valuable 
'-us   said   lhal   similar  surveys. 
' ■■.' olhei  SCIIIHIIS he has IMM-II 
ilh   received up In H!i or 90 
elll        '     pil III   l| 1.11 I, III 
iitempl   tn  gain  more  par 
l.i iisns said that the survey 
last war has been shortened 
isiiinis iii IH. with only one 
• nil itipleled instead of two. as 
II  l\   A.is the case 
•     " i  Hie results ol Ihe survey 
ml      I d   imagine  l>>   mid 
.« !l    have    Ihe    results 
• -iii ins hope that dormitory 
-   • 'ii take advantage of this 
.it \    in    pro\ ide    \ aluable 
■ ii i in improve ihe It A 
. • niiu '•' he a henelil  lor 
• iticel 'led       lie  ,1'lded 
Francis .lones Mills spoke to Young Democrats' members at 
iheir last meeting lo discuss her role in Kentucky as state 
treasurer   i photo by Sieve Hrowni 
Barkley, Mills speak to club 
Nursing seminars scheduled 
' elide.i\nis in increase the skill 
.mil knowledge nl nurses and mher 
'•  i"i i-aw iMTsonnel will he presented 
llll1   I   ia\ ersil\   Ihls   ii until 
llii    ' ollege   "I    Mlied   Health   and 
\iiisiri- will present a seminar (let   SX 
nil        \lll SHIg   I'lnif" 
I'lans    II       espeii ,ilh 
nut ses   in   the   at uti'   •    i • 
uiuiiily health -r' 
Ihe  i ollege  w ill   pi • -■ 
' ii '     .'I  n|       I npilii 
I IIIIIM      S,.,     ,   ■ 
i .ii-s   ,ull   !»■   held   in   the 
IliHiin "i the INmell Kuilding 
iii registration at « :m a m 
'.' mi lii's and legislralinn 
i ed Iroin I it   I.MIII Votghl 
il' iinlimiiiig Kducaltnn for 
 u:i 
K> IMIS \1« V\Y 
Staff Writer 
\lhen Harkley II. Democratic can 
didaie lor commissioner of agriculture 
and Francis Jones Mills. Democratic 
candidate for secrelarj ol stale, were 
ihe   lealuied   speakers   at    the   Ynung 
Democrats' meeting Wednesday. Del 
in 
l'.atkle\  is Ihe grandson nl AI hell  \\ 
I'arkley     I   S    Si-nale  majnrity  leader 
during I he New I >eal and vice president 
under llam   11 limaII 
liarkle) UIHI IS a :l.5 year-old \'tet 
ii.iIIi veteran and resident nl a ISO acre 
latin in i iilleiiden ('onfitv expressed 
Ins hehi'l m .leffersonian principles nl 
democracy stressing the rights ol the 
indiv idual 
He said Ihe I nded Slates "has gone 
Irom the \e\\ Heal era v\htch was 
pragmatic lot lhal period of lime hut 
has CMilv etl inln a bureaucratic svsteni 
Influx 
Harkley stressed Ihe importance of 
the family farm, saying that he wants 
lo see Ihe family farm survive and 
hecome a more viable choice for young 
people H.irklev added that his ideas 
about Ihe family larm would not con 
flift with John Y Krown'S stand on 
attracting big business to the state 
Francis Jones Mills who spoke after 
I'arkley. is presently Ihe state 
treasurer and has previously served as 
a stale representative and clerk of the 
court ol appeals She is a graduate of 
Ihe I 'mversity and of I'nion College and 
has been named In Who's Who Among 
American Women 
Mills talked about her present job as 
slate treasurer She said lhal her office 
dispenses over eight million checks a 
year The most unpin taut aspect of the 
slale treasury is how il invests tax 
money at Ihe highest interest rale lhal 
it can obtain She said "at any given 
lime we have nver Him million dollars in 
Kentucky hanks 
Mills enjoys her position at the 
treasurer's office, but since con- 
slilulional officers cannot succeed 
Ihemselves. she is now a candidate for 
secretary of state 
In lhal office she plans to push for an 
educational program on voter 
registration she said that her 
philsophy is lo know yourself, control 
yourself   and give of yourself " 
Mills   said   Ihiil    sh''    favored    the 
merger of the secretary of stale and II 
governor's offices, in nrder In give Ihe 
Il   governor more duties 
Harry Moberly. candidate for state 
lepresenlalivein ihe Kith district which 
includes Ihe campus also addressed 
Ihe meeting Moberly will be the 
featured speaker at the next Ynung 
Democrats' meeting on Wednesday. 
i)<t 24. at H pm in the Kennamer 
Kooni of Ihe I'owell Building. 
University Center Board Presentation 
GARRY MARSHALL 
We now represent 
CREATOR and PRODUCER OF TELEVISIONS 
BIGGEST HITS: HAPPY DAYS, LAVERN & 
SHIRLEY, THE ODD COUPLE, and this season's 
MORK & MINDY. 
PRESENTS 
"Comedy Is A Funny Business" 
A full evening of hilarity with Emmy Winner 
Garry Marshall's insights and inside stories 
And With FILM  
• BLOOPER REELS, OUT TAKES & EVEN 
CENSORED FILM FOOTAGE FROM 
GARY'S BEST  SHOWS. 
• ORIGINAL LAVERNE& SHIRLEY PILOT 
MORK 
CHUCK MANGIONE 
poweiiinformattoo-t^sk Nov. 7th 7.30Alumi Colisem 
Tickets S5 00 Full Time Students In Advance   SfiOOAtP"     ■ " Siidents 
rjAPEyi     M|Mpy DAYS/    >. 
Homecoming 
Dance 
Friday 
Oct. 19th 
9:00-1:00 
Homecoming 
Court 
Presented 
10 P.M. 
$4 Couple 
$2 Single 
Tickets Available 
At The Keen 
Johnson Ballroom 
Garry Marshall 
Monday 
Nov. 5th 8 P.M. 
No Admission 
Charge 
Brock Auditorium 
University Film 
Series 
Presented in Pearl Buchanan 
Theatre, Keen Johnson 
Building Seven Nights 
Per Week For Additional 
Information Call 622-3855 
Admission M .00 
rconijin 
■© 
R 
Th-jrs. & Fn    18 &  19 7:00 & 9:00 
Midnight Movies 
Fri., 
Oct. 19 ROCKY Oct.'20    HEAVEN CAN WAIT 
Hit »li..l. hi.' »*« .i IIIIIIIIIII la ,,nr sli- 
ROCKY 
«f^S> 
<r+ <■> 
i: 
7'. 
M'twl T« 
Sat. & Sun. 20 & 21 
6:00, 8:00 & 10:00 
0mmm Mon. & Tues. 22 & 23 
6:00, 8:00 & 10:00 
In Praise of 
Older Women 
Wed. & Thurs. 24 & 25 
7:00 & 9:00 
( 
I • I I < 1     • 
...... I    . 
, . . . « w 
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Kidd's no kid 
when it comes to the game of football 
B> DEAN inn i 
Supplement Fditor 
I had arrived early for my interview 
with ihe hackbone of the Colonels' 
football team, head coach Roy Kidd. to 
find him sitting in a dimly lit room 
along with three of his assistant 
coaches, each watching the tape of 
lheir <°al State Kullerton game from 
the previous day 
The only sounds were those of the 
projector and racquetballs hitting 
against ihe white-walled courts near 
the Hcgley Building office, with the two 
sounds interrupted only occasionally by 
the voices of ihe assistant coaches 
interjecting a thought as the plays were 
ran through the projector, then backed 
up and repeated 
Coach Kidd sat quietly to the rear of 
ihe ihree other coaches, with his right 
hand on his forehead or on his chin, 
observing ihe projection screen with his 
leet propped against another chair He 
commented rarely, but took in every 
word said by Ihe other coaches The 
three assistants were busily taking 
notes and recording their impressions, 
for they would be replaying the tape 
later in the afternoon for the team 
members 
When Kidd. the veteran of 16 years as 
head coach at the I'mversity spoke, 
comments from the other coaches 
ceased for an instant, for Kidd's was 
ihe voice of experience 
As ihe tape wound to its close, the 
were made during that 'minute' could 
have possibly been made." he said 
He and his teammates had 
satisfaction the following year against 
the cross-slate rival with a win. but the 
Hilltoppers added another chapter to 
the rivalry when they ran up the score 
against the Colonels, even though 
Western had the game under control. 
Kidd has gained a reputation for 
being a hard working person, and in the 
words of one. Kidd's Hfe is centered 
around football, a notion which the 
coach echoed Kidd said that he doesn't 
mind the sacrifices of his job as "it's 
my livelihood and what you need to 
win " 
The coach said that he and his staff 
vacation only during spring break and 
from the time school is out for the 
summer to the middle of June Kidd 
spends his free time with his family of 
ihree children and his wife, in addition 
to playing tennis and golf. 
By the middle of each July, the 
coaches are busy getting details 
worked oul and "once the players get 
here, we're pretty busy, with practice 
and meetings at night." Kidd said 
Kidd began his career as head coach 
of the Colonels at the age of 31. which he 
admitted was young for a coach, but he 
did have the experience for the job. 
having served the year prior to his 
appointment as an assistant coach with 
the Colonels while having been an 
assistant   coach   at    Morehead   State 
'When Kidd the veteran...spoke... 
comments from the other coaches ceased...' 
coach rose Irom his chair and turned to 
me. inviting me to the illuminated 
confines of his office, in a manner 
which seemed commonly routine, 
except for that it was Sunday, a day 
when most I'mversity workers are at 
home with their families For football 
coaches, there are no weekend breaks. 
Kidd said 
Sitting at a chair in front of his desk, 
the 47-year-old former Colonel quar- 
terback and .ill American player said 
that, in fact, there are really no breaks 
for himself or the other coaches except 
for perhaps Thursday nights or on 
Saturday nights when the team doesn't 
play earlier in the day On Sundays, the 
staff usually reports to their Begley 
offices on the second floor at about 8:30 
while Kidd himself usually comes in 
later in the morning after church 
services The players, though, do not 
report until about" I 30 to 4 p m each 
Sunday lo lift weights and watch the 
game films 
While Ihe players are lifting the 
physical type of weights, the coaches 
are lifting mental weights, trying to 
interpret ihe game just completed and 
pondering strategy for the next game 
The team the coaches were considering 
Sunday was Western Kentucky 
l niversitv. who will be at Hanger Pield 
this Saturday to take on the Colonels in 
the IU79 Homecoming game 
The Western Hilltoppers. it seems, 
have made their impressions on Kidd 
He recalls ihe year he was a freshman 
and having watched his fellow Colonels 
suffer a 14-13 loss to the Hilltoppers in 
the final minute of Ihe game at Howling 
tireen. From Ihe sidelines, he saw the 
Western team score a touchdown With 
what he and Ihe coaches fed had hJer, a 
tampered time clock. "It [was 
unimaginable the number of plays-hat 
I niversitv the year before that He 
recalled the day when he was asked to 
come to the I'mversity as an assistant 
coach by then i'mversity President 
Robert Martin Kidd said that he 
probably answered Martin "yes" 
before he could offer him the job 
"I wanted to make the University 
successful, it's the place that was good 
lo me while I went here It was my 
desire to come back after graduation " 
Kidd had come to the University on a 
football scholarship following four 
successful years with the baseball, 
basketball and football teams of Corbin 
High School Kidd said that he came to 
the University to play football and 
baseball and not to get an education. By 
the lime he was a junior he realized 
what it was he wanted lo do in life - 
coach football so he began effort* at 
improving his scholastics. 
In 1952. Colonel quarterback Roy 
Kidd was named as an all American 
and spent a year with the team after 
gradual ion as a graduate assistant. in a 
year in which the Colonels went un- 
defeated and were invited to Ihe 
Tangerine Bowl Following his term as 
a graduate assistant. Kidd coached at 
Richmond Madison High School and 
developed that team into a major threat 
to opponents 
Having compiled a 54-10-1 record, 
combined with a 27-game winning 
streak and 14 consecutive shut-outs of 
opponents, he was named Kentucky 
Coach of the Year in 1961. At the same 
time the Richmond Madison team was 
ranked number one in the state. 
From there, it was to Morehead. then 
lo Fastem. where his first vear as head 
cos** was not his bait, or'as he put it. 
•I wasn't playing go* or tennis that 
year.' as all of hi. time was spent on 
Although it's doubtful! that Colonel football coach Roy Kidd is asking the referee. "Which way 
did they go"" during last week's game with Cal-Stale Fullerton. everything points to an ex- 
citing contest with Western Kentucky on Saturday Kidd has spent long hours in his office 
during the past week studying films and such in order to prepare for the game. 
of the players the same amount of at 
lent km, 
improving the team and not for 
vacations There were five losses to 
three wins and one tie that first year, as 
Kidd searched for players and coaches 
he could count on Apathy was a 
problem during his early days as coach. 
"I don't care how hard we coach, 
you've got to have good players lo win." 
he said 
Things turned around the second year 
of coaching in 1965 as the team won in 
five starts while losing in three and 
lying one game 159 games since his 
start as head coach and slightly over 25 
years since he played football with the 
Colonels, Kidd sees many differences in 
football which have came about over 
the years For one thing, he said there 
are more coaches and that the players 
gel more individual attention today 
than they did during his years of play 
"Kids." the coach said with no pun on 
his name intended, "are better athletes 
now because of more practice." 
"Kids today work harder to win. we 
ask them to do more than I was asked to 
do They're better, they're faster and 
they're stronger." he added in con- 
trasting Ihe two different groups of 
players 
Developing the team players into 
good athletes on the football field is only 
On the field Kidd requires work and 
determination from his players and 
expects "them to do what we ask them 
lo do I expect them to try to come off 
the field a better football player than 
before I expect them to be mentally 
ready i for games) and it's our job 
as coaches to teach them what to do and 
when." 
In his years of coaching. Kidd said he 
has learned to live with things which he 
cannot change, and cited as one 
example, that the University of Ken- 
tucky "hurts us bad" every year at 
recruiting time and that UK seems to 
receive more football coverage than 
Fastern. whether or not the Wildcats 
are having a winning season. "It use to 
bother me that EKU doesn't get the 
press recognition it deserves I've 
learned to accept the things that I 
cannot control (recruiting losses)," he 
said 
In the time that Kidd has been 
coaching at the University, he has yet 
to accomplish two of his career am- 
bitions, one of which is to win a national 
championship while the other is to win 
nine regular season games one year 
This second goal has eluded him seven 
Tve learned to accept things 
I cannot control...' 
one aspect of coaching at the Univer- 
sity. Kidd said, as he and his fellow 
coaches Irv to develop the players into 
good citizens and help them graduate 
it's very important to me that every 
football player on my team get a 
degree The biggest problem we have is 
with a few players and getting them to 
attend class regularly." 
"Ninety five percent of the kids I 
have coached and who have used their 
full eligibility have graduated." he 
added 
Kidd said that he and the assistant 
coaches  try to keep  track of each 
. player s progress and try to give each 
; 
times in the years he has led the 
Colonels to eight wins per season. Kidd 
said that to his knowledge, no Colonel 
team has ever won nine games in one 
season 
Kidd has already passed one goal that 
no other Colonel coach has reached -- 
winning 100 games. 
"I haven't thought about retirement, 
when I get up in the morning. I look 
forward to work ... but when the day 
comes when I can't get up and feel that 
way. I'll think about retirement." he 
said. 
"If you come up with any more 
questions, call me. Ill be hare tat the 
"fficc i  till about II tonight." 
A statement of devotion to and love of 
one's job If ever one was made. 
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Committee plans Homecoming events 
By DEAN HOLT 
Supplement Edite* 
Some student* may feel alter having 
voted (or homecoming queen can- 
didates that their role in deciding what 
homecoming events will be like has 
ended for another year 
That is not the caw 
there n a group on campus   meeting 
year round to plan homecoming events. 
•ch students serve. 
Skip Daugherty at co-chairman ef she 
homecoming committee, in addition to 
his role as director of student activities 
and organisations. According to 
Dougherty, the committee is ia charge 
of the arodnrtlan and dlrertion of 
homecoming activities such as the 
dance, parade, queen coronation and 
queen election process 
Dougherty and co-chairman JW 
Thurman. (Director of Alumni Affairs I 
work each year to got student 
representatives for the committee from 
student dormitory governments. 
I'anhellenic organizations and ROTC. 
at well at students at large 
Student members and University 
employees from student affairs, alumni 
affairs and ROTC offices, give the 
committee t membership of about 10-16 
people Currently, there are six faculty 
representatives serving on the com- 
mittee while nine students are also 
members 
Although the bulk of the committee's 
work it done in the weeks preceding 
homecoming, the committee meets 
throughout the year to outline plans for 
the next homecoming. 
During the six week period before 
homecoming, however, the committee 
meets once weekly in order to smooth 
out plant for the homecoming 
weekend's activities Committee 
members are responsible for 
establishing guidelines for floats, queen 
eligibility and selection of judges 
The Iffil homecoming queen will be 
selected by Ike Judges in an altered 
fa*Mon from test year. Daugherty 
explained that in prior years. J5 percent 
of the total score which judges gave 
each of the 15 finalists in the queen 
1 was baaed on popular vote by 
Daugherty  reported.   "The  level  of 
enthusiasm among student! it high." 
he said 
"The homecoming committee 
coordinates the activities and does the 
frame work...the student* are the ones 
who pull it all together" Daugherty 
concluded. 
Speaking for the committee. 
Daugherty said that members are 
tatitfied with the  queen  election 
process and the turnouts for the elec- 
tions in addition to the number of 
contestants who run annually 
The dance it planned well, he said but 
the parade needs the most im- 
provement of any committee respon- 
sibility. Parade improvements are one 
of the priorities which committee 
members will work on for neat year 
following the companion of this year's 
homecoming festivities. 
Thus, • a candidate seizing the most 
votes ' em the popular election 
reeefer store points from the judges 
The r a method decreases the per 
* Ike Judges award for the 
or vote to IS percent of their final 
SCO-   a 
' liversity students do have a role in 
lr actions of the committee, 
r .ugherty said, adding that he would 
' m the present level of student in- 
otvement in the committee to continue 
la grow. Current members of the 
committee are "hard-working in- 
dividuals ." he said 
Daugherty tee* the committee as 
being responsible for adequately 
providing a pageantry and activities 
that the students and alumni are 
"pleated with and repretentive of the 
homecoming tradition of Eastern." 
In the homecoming election earlier 
this month, there were 500 more voter* 
than in any other.election for queen 
Candidates model 
fall fashions 
RyGINNY EAGER 
Easter 
The 11 .homecoming queen finalists 
plus two other University women are 
modeling the latest fall fashions 
throughout the tupplement. The 
fashions are furnished by various Rich- 
mond merchant* and the models are 
featured in each store's advertisement. 
Kelli Ellis. Brenda Wrist and 
Michelle Cole are each modeling outfits 
furnished by Britts in the University 
shopping Center. 
Sheree McWilliams and Eileen 
Keagan are both wearing clothes from 
Ken Car's on Main Street in downtown 
Richmond 
Jill Homey* and Margaret Dunbar 
are shown in outfit* supplied by Spare 
Change in the University Shopping 
Center. 
Lisa Kmke models clothes from 
Winneke's in the University Shopping 
Center. 
Angela Hamilton and Vicki Vail are 
both featured in apparel from The 
Little House on South Third Street. 
From Anita's Bridal Boutique in 
Southern Hills Plaza. Jill Horneys and 
Lisa Kmke model evening gowns. 
Mary Beth Kozuh. Cindy Clark. Jeff 
White and Neil Diamond all are attired 
in clothes from Jett and Hall on Main 
Street. Richmond. 
Debbie Bogg*. Donna Hayes. Lori 
Schieman. Janet Widman. Sheila Hill 
are homecoming candidates who were 
not available for modeling. 
Scott Adams took the photographs 
and Jack McDowell allowed the TV 
studio on campus to be used for the 
photographs 
britts beautiful girls means beautiful fashions   by        fortlFS University Shopping Center 
A Kelt EN* display■ lha gcaal lathmn 
craatad by Tomboy. Tha ekift and blaiar 
ara loppad oft by tha ataganca in a 
dame bow tie Mouaa by Plackatt 
Brand. Wmat loo* • daiiHng in the) new 
stylish toHd skirl and blarar by Peerless 
of BOIIOn Thie laehioneble Mouse it 
reedy to sparkle up any now outfit 
Michele Cola models mote new taihrons 
by fearless of Boston. Mar totd akin ■ 
brought lo Ste whh that naw pWd bktia. 
compemented with  this beautiful cowl 
neck     sweater 
Queen Martha Taglauer 
bet she'd lose, so she lost and won 
Ry BRIAN BI.AIK 
Kfilirn Editor 
Though she managed (o become the 
1978 Homecoming queen. Martha 
Taglauer will probably never win any 
awards for matter* associated with 
promotion or predictions 
As one of the 49 nominees early in the 
selection process, she did not campaign 
by trading candy for votes on election 
day 
In fact, she didn't campaign at all. 
She didn't even vote 
Oh. she had a few predictions 
regarding queen prospects But she 
never included herself among them 
"I had no idea I was going to get it." 
she said by telephone from her home in 
Port Wnght "I had my bet on some of 
the other girls " 
It had to have been one of the nicer 
ways to lose a bet 
"Once I got it. everyone was SOOOO 
nice    My friends were so happy. They   ' 
were almost as excited as I was   But I 
never  thought   I'd make it   past   the 
first 49." she said 
A year has passed since then. 
"It's gone pretty fast." said 
Taglauer "I've been kept busy just 
trying to set up job interviews and all " 
The 22-year-old queen graduated in 
August with a degree in interior design 
She has traveled to Texas. Georgia and 
Klonda in the past few months to in- 
vestigate  job   possibilities    She   is 
planning to work with an architectural 
firm 
Despite any sterotyping which might 
be linked with the title of queen. 
Taglauer said it has worked in her 
favor regarding interviews with em- 
ployers. 
"A couple of them have asked. 'What 
have you been involved in?' So I 
mention that I was in a sorority." she 
said, referring to her association with 
Kappa Deiia. which sponsored her in 
the Homecoming competition 
"Then . I don't say it right away, but 
I'll tell them that I was Homecoming 
queen  They usually say. •Well, it must 
have been an honor.' Then they ask me 
how many students were at Eastern. 
When I tell them  14.000, they'll say. 
Well, it must have REALLY been an 
honor'"' 
Indeed it was. according to Taglauer 
However,  there were some minor 
problems to handle as well    "People 
had seen my picture in the Milestone 
and all   So when  I'd go out. people 
would    ask    me.    'Weren't    you    the 
Homecoming queen?" 
"It didn't bntner me." she said. "I 
just wondered. 'Am I what they expect 
from a Homecoming queen?'" 
She is if they expect her to take an 
interest in sports such as swimming 
and volleyball. She is if they expect her 
to work as a part-time lifeguard. She is 
if they expect her to enjoy sewing. 
Hut she's not if they expect her to be a 
non -Greek 
"I always heard there was never a 
Greek that got it (queen) But Skip 
iDaughertyi told me later that they 
had." Taglauer recalled. "I thought, 
well. I'm just lucky to be one of the IS 
and to represent my sorority " 
Lucky She said she was lucky. And 
she refuses to take much, if any per- 
sonal credit for anything. Diane Kiser. 
a junior who knew Taglauer last year in 
the sorority, agreed. 
"There was one thing that got me 
about her." said Kiser. "Most people - 
if they get something like Homecoming 
queen - they'll brag about it But she 
never did I thought that was pretty 
neat " 
Hut Taglauer won't even take credit 
for being the modest type. 
"My parents had always taught me to 
be nice - never to be stuck up." she 
laughed 
I.ike any past queen, she looks for- 
ward to returning to the University this 
weekend to visit old friends. 
Then, she will step aside, passing her 
title to someone else Does she have 
any advice for the new queen? 
"There's one thing I'd definitely tell 
her." she said. "I'd tell her. Act 
yourself Be yourself. Don't act dif- 
ferent.   Don't put on." 
And with those suggestions she 
returns for another Homecoming. But 
this time around, she's not making any 
predictions 
Martha Taglauer. im Homecoming queen, poses with 
University President JC Powell during (he pre-game 
ceremonies last year at Hanger Field. Taglauer. who 
majored in interior design and served as president of 
Kappa Delta sorority before graduation in August 
returns this weekend to crown the new queen 
III \l    I The Store For Fashion Minded Men, 
and Shoes For The Morten That Care NCOSMsWra? 
Men's WMT & Shoe* 200-214 West Main Downtown Richmond 
Candy   Clack   u    modalng   an   A.gnn 
akjnatuca ultca laminma haal undu Tew' 
Ma la accaniad by  tSfnond Hitching 
Tha pucaa >■ by Bacatrap 
Marlbeih Ko/uh aaSSSM an amber 
colocad drati boot, which It accaniad b« 
a parfocatad overlay wttti a doubt* row ol 
MhcMng  Tha bool It by Cobbm. 
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'The Game' has had its rare moments 
HN JEFFSMII KV 
Sports Mitos- 
"I don't mean to run up the wore 
again*! anybody except one man and 
<me team.'' said Roy Kidd. Colonel 
football coach following the Eastern- 
Middle Tennessee game. 
The premiere rivalry of the Ohio 
Valley Conference resumes this 
weekend as the pre seal on favorite 
Colonels host the Western Kentucky 
I'Diversity Hil Hoppers for 
Homecoming If79. 
As usual, this year's game will have a 
direct bearing upon the eventual out- 
come of the OVC race. Both teams 
enter the game with 2-0 conference 
records: the Colonels are 5-1 overall, 
while the Toppers are 3-2 in all games. 
The 65 year-old history of the annual 
clash is the longest and most colorful 
for both schools. Since the series began 
in 1914 as the two teams split a pair of 
games, the 'Toppers have enjoyed a 32- 
17-2 advantage Rut since 1942. the 
record is nearly even at 17-16-1 in favor 
of Western. 
The highlights of the 52-game series 
1914: The    Colonels    (then    the 
Maroons) thrash the Toppers 36-6 in 
the first game ever between the two 
schools. Western, however, comes 
back later that year and wms is-0 to 
begin a 17-game unbeaten streak 
against the Maroons. 
1922: The first issue of The Eastern 
Progress is published, and a front-page 
story labels the Bowling Green school 
as one of the Maroons' "old rivals." 
1942:    The Maroons snap a 28-year 
drought  with an   18-0 shutout of the 
Toppers. 
1952: Jimmy "The Arm" Feix. 
Western's all-American quarterback, 
leads the Toppers to a 464 pasting of 
the Maroons. Cries of running up the 
score are heard on the Eastern campus 
after the Toppers added two more 
touchdowns with the game safely won. 
1953: l.ed by all-American quar- 
terback Roy Kidd. the revenge-inspired 
Maroons drop the Toppers 13-7. 
■954: In one of the most satisfying 
wins in Eastern history, the Maroons 
whitewash the Toppers 21-0 at the 
Western Homecoming. A crowd of 
6.200. then the largest in the Toppers 
history, watched the game. 
The Maroons take the OVC crown 
with a 8-0-1 mark, the only undefeated 
season ever for the team, but drop the 
Tangerine Bowl game to Omaha 7-6. 
1967: The Colonels and Western 
battle to a 14-14 tie. Eastern takes the 
OVC crown with a 7-1-2 overall mark 
and dumps Ball State 27-13 in the 
Crantland Rice Bowl 
1966: Another extremely satisfying 
win for the Colonels. Western comes 
into the game unbeaten, untied, and 
unscored-upon. and looks forward to its 
first homecoming in brand-new L. T. 
Smith Stadium. 
A total of 20.428 fans - still the largest 
in WKl' history - are disappointed as 
Ihe Colonel*, behind the arm of all- 
American quarterback Jim Guice, 
down the Toppers 16-7. and again claim 
Ihe OVC crown 
After 1968. the Colonels are no longer 
the   opponents _for   the  'Toppers' 
UNIVERSITY SHOPPING CENTER 
dothcs/& rvew cl t e , some money 
left over for a charvge. 
Ham 
On Ihe hold or ott ths lieu. JW 
Homeys makes the point In this 
orf white kilts* terry combo. 
The Mack kiiisi jacket with run 
piping and this year's big bolt 
work together to Croats ono 
complsto work. ''Option" 
•host from Britti 
IMfhtl 
■Urgent Dunes* is «**■ suited 
lor tsa 1979. Clean, un- 
cluttered classic arming, she 
combines comfort and high 
style together with har gray 
"smart pants." skirt, plain 
bkuer and coBegs 
The    war     you     Ska    to 
homecoming games 
1969: The Toppers return the favor 
from the previous year by spoiling the 
Colonels' homecoming 27-26. 
1973: One of the best Western teams 
in history embarasses the Colonels 35-0 
The Toppers reach the finals of the 
Division II championship with a 12-0 
record, but are annihilated by 
l-oumana Tech 34-0. 
1975: Very likely the best game ever 
in the long rivalry between the schools 
when Western enters the game with a 6- 
o mark, while the Colonels are 5-0-1. 
Both are in the top five of Division II. 
The game draws nationwide attention 
and is featured on ABC-TV's weekly 
highlights. 
The Colonels hold off the Toppers 13- 
7 and climb to second in the national 
polls. 
1976: The Colonels lose at Bowling 
Green 104 but take the conference 
crown and earn a berth to the Division 
II playoffs, only to fall to North Dakota 
State 10-7. 
1977: Eastern clobbers the weakest 
team in WKU history 35-10. The 
Colonels finish the year at only 5-5. 
while the Toppers manage only a 1-8-1 
mark. 
1978: Kavin McGrath's field goal, 
with no time left on the clock, gives 
Western a 17-16 win. The loss shatters 
Eastern's hopes of making the Division 
l-AA playoffs. Western wins the OVC 
crown but is not chosen for the playoffs. 
Homecoming schedule 
Friday 
9 am - 4 p.m. - Alumni Golf Tour- 
nament at the Arlington Golf Course. 
No pre registration and participants 
may report to the Arlington pro shop for 
pairing and tee-time at any time during 
the day's match. 
9 p.m. • I a.m. - llejfaeroramg dance 
in the Keen Johnson Ballroom Queen 
candidates will be presented at 10 p.m. 
and dress for the dance is optional. 
Saturday 
9 am   - Alumni  registration in the 
lobby of the Keen Johnson Building. 
10a.m.   - Homecoming parade down 
l-ancaster Avenue to downtown Rich- 
mond and back. 
11:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m. - Reunion 
luncheons for the classes of 1969 and 
1974 in the Powell Building. 
1:30 p.m. - Homecoming queen 
coronation ceremonies at Hanger field 
with the queen crowned by University 
President J C  Powell. 
2 p.m. - Eastern - Western football 
game at Hanger Field. 
Halftime - "A Night la Monte 
Carlo." featuring the University's 
Marching Maroons. 
4:30 p.m. - Alnmni Reception in the 
Herndon l-oungeof the Powell Building. 
628 Eastern By-Pass 
University Shopping 
Canter 
SPORTY TO DRESSY. 
Boutique 
.FASHIONS FOR THE COLLEGE WOMEN 
Lisa Finka ia ready for 
Homecoming In the classy, 
casual collegiate look ot 
haberdashery separates from 
Intuitions Hsr light grey skirt Is a 
sokd wool brand flannel with 
pleated front and aide pockets 
end a) lufty toad. Lisa's classic 
asngss breasted Sned bkuor W 
navy blue with brass butt ana 
The stun is also available m navy 
and red and the bluer In red. Ths 
woven navy and white blouse 
Lisa k) wearing has the .man 
coSar and is accented by a red 
and white ribbon tie 
I    i 
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Fifteen finalists 
reflect varied interests and talents as they 
I KdKer's Bale - llesaw ii War mi tioa 
an eaefc af the IS fkaahsU far tar 
I ■Ivrrstfv «  1*7* 
(Mr, AH parOckaaUea by IW Mmat 
ranMdalra Is cMt griani. He. whHe 
hi t*Kr a r r hate* a > IMHI h> tW 
office of Made*! Activities •■< 
fbrgialialrans » 
occupational Therapy Club and la a 
resident assistant in Caae HaU. 
occupational therapy major from 
l-ounville She is five feet, six inches 
tall and has brawn hair and hazel eyes 
She is insereated in llalaaa skiing. 
swimming, (lying kites, floral 
arranging and spending lime with her 
famiry 
Sponsored by Caae Hall  she a active 
with    the    Inter Varsity    Christian 
la.   Sigma   Nil   fraternity. 
Michelle Rene Cole. 2*.  from   Bar 
bourville  is  a   senior 
major with special mtuisjii in art. 
■a five fed. si* and — halt inches tal 
and has brown hair and brown 
She likes cooking, sewing, 
playing tenms. jogging, 
doing theatre coal ant and drama i 
in addition to helping children. 
Sponsored by (lay Hall, she is the 
l reasurer tar the Textile. Fashion and 
Clothing Club and is a maaahar of the 
American Home Economica 
Association. 
Margaret G. Dunbar. a. is a aenior 
special education (TMHi major from 
Prospect She is five feet, two inches 
tall and hat black hair and brown eyes 
She is interested in cheering, riding 
horses and singing. 
Sponsored by the Black Student 
I'nion. she is a member of the Alpha 
Kappa Alpha sorority and has served at 
a rush committee chairman, a 
philacter and a dean of pledges She is a 
cheerleader a* well. 
Kelli Kllis. 30. la a senior elementary 
education major from Ftndlay. Ohio. 
She is five feet, four inches tall, has 
blonde hair and blue eyes She is in- 
terested in ballet dancing and singing 
Sponsored by Todd Hall, she has been 
- V 
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This Fall Find Your Fashions At 
The Store That Gives You More! 
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vie for the homecoming queen crown 
a football and basketball cheerleader al 
the University for two yean and is also 
a l*eta Theta Pi little sister. She has 
also won an American legion award 
and a drama award. 
Kileen Keagan. 19. is a sophomore 
bachelor music education and bachelor 
music performance major from 
DeMossville She is five feet, seven 
inches tall, has light brown hair and 
blue-gray eyes. She is interested in 
swimming, painting, drawing, bike 
riding, water skiing, singing, teaching 
swimming and reading 
Sponsored by Dupree Hall, she is a 
Madrigal singer is associated with the 
Methodist Center and is a member of 
the t'niversity Singers 
Homecoming 
quean 
coronation 
ccramomai 
will bo hold 
at 1:30 p.m. 
Saturday prior 
to Ihe »eme 
Lisa Marie Kinke. 20. is a junior 
graphic arts and printing technology 
major from Ft. Wright. She is five feet, 
four inches tall and has brown hair and 
green eyes Her interest is in horse- 
back riding, and painting. She also 
enjoys cooking 
She is sponsored by the Seventh 
Wonders and serves as treasurer of the 
little sisters Kappa Alpha fraternity. 
She works as a graphic artist at the 
1'niversily's public relations office 
Angela Marie Hamilton. 19. is a 
sophomore fashion merchandising 
major from l.ebannn She is five feet, 
six inches tall and has blonde hair and 
(Continued on paee  01 
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blue eyes She is interested in hor- 
seback riding, swimming, floral 
arranging, golfing and working with the 
mentally retarded 
Sponsored by Palmer Hall, she is in 
the lambda Sigma Honor Society and 
acts as chairperson of the group's 
social and program committee. In 
addition to being a Beta Theta Pi little 
sister, she was also a 1979 Miss Inter- 
County RECO queen 
Donna Havs. 20. is a senior business 
administration major from McKee 
She is five feet, two inches tall and has 
black hair and blue eyes She is in- 
terested in hiking, horticulture. 
swimming and music 
Sponsored by the ROTC department, 
she is the Queen Athena of ROTC A 
member of the Kappa Alpha Theta 
sorority . she was a PIKE calendar girl 
for two years She has also been a 
I'niversily cheerleader for two years 
and served on the Little Colonels drill 
team for a year She served on the 
homecoming queen court last year 
Sheila Hill. 19. is a sophomore mu- 
sing major From Winchester She is 
five feet, three inches tall and has black 
hair and brown eyes She is interested 
in sewing, cooking, reading, tennis, 
watching basketball games and doing 
volunteer work in a hospital during 
her   spare time 
Sponsored by the tniversity En- 
*mhle. she is the group s anniversary 
committee chairperson 
Jill I. Horneys. 19. is a sophomore 
two year retailing and four-year 
marketing major from Shippensburg. 
Pa She is five feet, eight inches tall 
and has blonde hair and blue eyes She 
enjoys jogging, playing tennis 
swimming, dancing, travel and 
modeling in addition to playing in- 
tramural flag football and racquetball 
Sponsored by Commonwealth Hall, 
she is a second-year member of the 
Little Colones drill team and was voted 
as the •most improved" Little Colonels 
in 1979 
The l-ambda Chi Watermelon Bust 
Queen in 1978. she is a Theta Chi Mate 
and appeared on the 1979-80 PIKE 
Dream Girl Calendar She has also 
done modeling for the University's Art 
department and placed second in the 
10.000 meter women's division race at 
the University earlier this year with a 
time of SO minutes and 11 seconds. 
I^iri Scheiman. 21. is a senior 
corrections major from Fort Mitchell. 
She is five feet, four inches tall and has 
brown hair and brown eye^,. She is 
interested in racquetball. swimming, 
playing volleyball and writing, in ad- 
dition to doing crafts 
Sponsored by Telford Hall, she was a 
house council member in 1977 and has 
been a member of the Association of 
I .aw Enforcement since 1977. 
Vicki Vail. 19. is a sophomore child 
and family studies major from Fair- 
field. Ohio She is five feet, nine inches 
lall and has brown hair and blue eyes 
She is interested i  doing needlework, 
ice skating, horseback riding and water 
skiing She also enjoys cooking and 
baseball 
Sponsored by Kurnam Hall, she is a 
member of Kappa Delta Tau. Student 
Section of the American Home 
Ecomonics Association and the Human 
Development and Family Relations 
Club A first semester member of the 
Philosophy Club last year, she is a 
dormitory floor representative She 
was a finalist for l-ambda Chi Alpha 
Watermelon Bust Queen last year 
Sheree McWilliams. 21. is a senior 
fashion merchandising major from 
Prospect She is five feet, four inches 
tall and has brown hair and hazel eyes. 
She likes horseback riding, reading, 
sewing and playing the piano and is a 
member of the Home Economics Club. 
Sponsored by Tau Kappa Epsilon. she 
is a member of the Alpha Delta Pi 
Sorority She is a Tau Kappa Ep- 
silon little sister and is that fraternity's 
sweetheart.    . 
Brenda Weist. 19. is a sophomore 
business management major from 
l/Hiisville She is five feet, four inches 
lall and has blonde hair and blue eyes 
She is interested in playing racquetball. 
water skiing, swimming, travelling and 
meeting new people 
Sponsored by Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
fraternity for which she is a little sister, 
she has been on the Little Colonels drill 
team 
Janet  M   Widmann. 21.  is a senior 
ng j C in . Ohio. 
She is five feet, six and oneVialf inches 
lall and has blonde hair and ilue eyes 
She enjoys swimming, outdt or sports, 
horseback   riding,   piano   j id   guitar 
playing and pleasure readii ( 
Sponsored by Keene Hall she is a 
member of the Alpha Delta f i sorority, 
of which she is president Shb is also a 
little sister to the Sigma Chi fraternity 
and is a member of the/Order of 
omega. Baccalaureate Student Nurses 
Association. Collegiate Pentacle. a 
grievance committee, and/the selection 
committee for panhellen/c advisor 
Lambda Sigs 
plans dance 
Have you ever wanted to go to Monte 
Carlo and play the big casinos? Well, 
now's your chance. For this year's 
homecoming dance there will be "A 
Night In Monte Carlo " 
Lambda Sigma, a sophomore 
honorary society, is in charge of the 
decorations this year and because of 
the theme, the decorations will all have 
a gambling flavor. 
Lots of foil and glitter will be used 
which will reflect light and create a 
glamorous and glittery effect 
Roulette wheels and card tables will 
help create the atmosphere But 
gamblers lake note - the games will be 
decorations and not for use 
Music will be provided by a disc 
jockey from J Sutler's Mill who will 
also be providing a lighting system 
Make your plans to stay on campus 
Nov. 9th-llth 
To Kick Off The Weekend 
A Weekend of Fun 
Nov. 9th - 11th 
Talent Show 
Midnite Movie 
Disco Dance 
$ 1 
Buy One Ticket for $1 
for all three events! 
You must attend MM event 
plus the Disco Dance to 
be eligible for the drawing 
to be held during the 
Disco Sat night. 
Friday Nov. 9th 
Talent Show 
(Applications can be picked 
up Monday in the student 
activities office I 
Prizes Will Be Awarded 
To The Best Acts. 
An 
Evening 
With 
> CHUCK 
*LMANGIONE in 
Friday Night. 12:00 
Midnite Movie 
To Be Announced 
Saturday Nov. 10th 
Disco Dance 
Drawing During The 
Disco Dance. 
^ 
Nov. 7th, 7:30 p.m. 
Alumni Coliseum 
EKU Full Time Students 
*500 In advance. 
All others - Tickets at 
the door *600 
Tickets on Sale: 
Powell Information Desk 
Bursars Window 
Currier's Music World 
Recordsmith 
